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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
This thesis applies a condition assessment methodology designed for
building conservation to historic stained glass window conservation. It
tests the effectiveness of the method as applied to the new medium. Five
chapters comprise the entire paper: Introduction, Methodology, Data Compilation,
Analysis, and Conclusion.
The Introduction begins by reflecting on the nature of stained glass windows, and
discusses why they merit particular attention from conservators. Chapter two:
Methodology details the survey process and the survey form that was developed
specifically for this project. Furthermore, the second chapter presents the strategy of
intervention matrices, which is central to the project, and explains how the strategy is
applied to stained glass window conservation. Chapter three: Data Compilation
introduces five sites that were surveyed in order to test the strategy. It describes the
survey work, analyzes the survey data, and identifies each window's problems.
Chapter four: Analysis, synthesizes the survey results, and develops intervention
matrices, which point to conservation options. Chapter five concludes the thesis by

reviewing the process and determining if the framework is successful and worth
pursuing.
The Dual Nature ofStained Glass Windows
Architectural conservators aim to maintain and protect many elements of the built
environment, yet stained glass windows are not always considered within their
purview. Virginia Raguin of the Census of Stained Glass Windows in America states,
Painted or 'stained glass' constitutes a dominant form of architectural
decoration in almost every nineteenth-century place of worship and in
many homes and public buildings at the turn of the century. Yet it has
been relatively little studied... It is essential, if architecture is to be
preserved with any sense of fidelity to its context, that we begin to
value the architectural arts.
These "architectural decorations" are integral elements of America's built heritage.
As such, they should be included within the architectural conservator's scope. This
thesis tests a tool and applies it to this pursuit, in hopes of making the task more
manageable.
In conducting condition analyses, building preservation professionals must be
informed about the architectural element being examined. In addition to physical or
1
Virginia Raguin, "Stained Glass in the 19
th
Century," from The International Seminar on Stained
Glass of the l<?
h
and 2&h Centuries held in Philadelphia, April 27-May I. 1994 (Worcester, MA: The
Census of Stained Glass Windows in America, Inc., 1994), pp. 1 and 7.

aesthetic properties, functional properties must be understood. For historic stained
glass windows, these functional and aesthetic dualities are fundamental.
On one hand, stained glass windows serve as aesthetic objects that decorate a
building. Like other art objects, they link viewers to past societal, aesthetic, and
cultural values through design, colors, symbolism, portraiture, and/or inscriptions.
This aesthetic role has recently been celebrated by the 2000 St. Louis Art Museum
and J. Paul Getty Museum exhibition, Painting on Light: Drawings and Stained Glass
in the Age of Diirer and Holbein: The exhibit highlights the apex of stained glass
design and painting in Germany and Switzerland during the late fifteenth and early
sixteenth centuries. Moreover, the Census of Stained Glass in America has been
cataloguing America's stained glass heritage for the past decade. Its pilot project, the
Philadelphia Stained Glass Survey (1991) revealed "an extraordinary artistic and
cultural wealth."
3
On the other hand, the role of a stained glass window that is situated in an
architectural context is functional. It must perforate a wall to light, and occasionally
ventilate, the interior. Additionally, it should differentiate interior and exterior
2
Barbara Butts and Lee Hendrix, Painting on Light: Drawings and Stained Glass in the Age of Diirer
and Holbein (Los Angeles: J. Paul Getty Museum in collaboration with the St. Louis Art Museum,
2000).
3
Jean M. Farnsworth, The Philadelphia Stained Glass Survey, Final Report (Philadelphia:
Philadelphia Historic Preservation Corporation and The Census of Stained Glass Windows in America,
December 1995), p. 1.

weather conditions. A mid-eighteenth century glazier expressed the window's
purpose more lyrically in a line of graffiti found on a quarry pane in Norfolk, UK,
"Ere I ham, booth day and nite, to keep oot rain and let in lite"4 [sic]. Christopher
Dresser, a nineteenth century English designer, linked aesthetics to function. He
stated that a window "may be beautiful" only if it fulfills two purposes: "it must keep
out rain, wind, and cold, and must admit light." 5 A stained glass window is expected
to perform these functions with minimal upkeep for the life of the building.
6
In order
to do so, the structure of the window must be maintained.
As deterioration occurs—whether through neglect, fire, war, vandalism, pollution, or
even misguided restoration—the conservator must acknowledge the windows as
complex, architectural art objects. "Aesthetics [and] structure are inseparable,
mutually dependent, and unable to survive alone. Such recognition can only improve
the future of stained glass."
7
Problems will be properly treated only by considering
the window as a whole. If only the aesthetics are addressed, structural or functional
problems (which may cause the aesthetic damage) may be overlooked. Conversely,
4
Alfred Fisher, "Conservation of Stained Glass in Private Practice," The Journal ofStained Glass.
Vol. 18, no. 1 (1983-84): p. 91.
5
J. Randal Cotton and Susanna Barucco, "A Homeowner's Guide to Stained Glass," Old House
Journal (January-February 1994): p. 26.
6 Ken von Roenn, "Holding it Together: Structural Reinforcement in Stained Glass," Glass Studio 35
(August 1982): pp. 44-45.
7
Richard Millard, "Structure and Reinforcement," Chapter in Stained Glass Association ofAmerica
(SGAA) Referenceand Technical Manual (Lee''s Summit, MO: SGAA, 1992): pp. 137-38. He noted
"technique" as inseparable, too, meaning the skill of the craftsperson, artist, or conservator. The
highest skill level is assumed here, as well.

the function or structure of the window may be restored, but the aesthetics might be
compromised. In either case, the treatment is incomplete.
The importance of identifying the root problem amidst this duality is exemplified by a
situation written about in a 2000 New York Times article. 8 It describes the restoration
of three windows from a New York City 5th Avenue department store. The
decorative glass in the ensemble of Rene Lalique art nouveau windows was adversely
affected by its metal frame. The conservator explained that the "grid-like steel
frame...had begun to gnaw at the edges of the glass, [due to the formation of] bloom
rust." Rust is the corrosion product of steel and leads to "point pressure. The worst
kind." As the rust grows beyond the original dimensions of the frame, the pressure
stresses and cracks the nearby glass. The windows had been restored in the 1 980s, but
ten new cracks had appeared since the earlier work. "[The 1980 restoration] didn't
address the primary issue... [The cracked glass was repaired, but we] didn't change
the framing system, so [corrosion recurred and] the panels continued to break." The
first restoration improved the aesthetics, but the architectural problem remained.
In hopes of addressing the array of problems that may affect a stained glass window,
this thesis proposes the use of a methodology first developed for general building
conservation. Its main premise is the identification of the actual mechanism causing
8
James Barron, "Leaking Laliques and Other Fragile Crises," The New York Times, 26 December
2000.

the deterioration. It draws this conclusion from a thorough survey of the architectural
element and a complete understanding of the deterioration and conservation of the
materials at hand. The methodology was chosen specifically because it probes past
the symptom and addresses the root problem. In so doing, a range of intervention
tactics addresses the element's function and aesthetics. A description of its
applicability towards historic stained glass windows follows.

CHAPTER TWO
METHODOLOGY
This chapter details the framework originally developed for building
conservation, and explains how it can be applied to stained glass window
conservation. It begins by introducing the condition assessment procedure
and the survey form developed specifically for this project. The chapter proceeds by
describing how the identification of deterioration mechanisms and their necessary and
sufficient conditions during the survey process enables the conservator to develop
intervention matrices and list conservation options. The last section describes various
factors that enter conservation decisions.
Condition Assessment Procedure
In order to examine the aesthetic and structural elements of stained glass windows, an
on-site condition assessment is necessary. The surveyor's tools include a clipboard,
pencil, colored pencils, survey forms, graph paper, binoculars, a flashlight, and
measuring tape. Ideally, one should highlight deterioration on a scanned photograph.
(Without one, however, a detailed sketch will suffice.) The following system of
colors denotes certain deterioration mechanisms:

Red glass cracks and breaks Green wood rot
Orange... frame/saddle bar failure Blue metal corrosion
Yellow paint failure Purple putty failure
Additional mechanisms can be circled and identified with a written description. Also,
photographs are taken that record deterioration details. Several visits may be
necessary to thoroughly record all necessary information, depending on time, whether
the photographs turned out well, and how much attention to detail was paid during the
first visit.
q A one-page survey form (Appendix A) covers the identification,
description, condition, and overall integrity of each surveyed window.
The identification section of the survey form lists the building name and address. It
also notes contact information. The surveyor's name, the date of the survey, and the
exterior weather conditions are recorded. It also includes a space to note the window
location (for example: North transept, east wall; or Stairwell, south wall).
The description section addresses the window components. It begins by identifying
the subject of the window, any written text, and the form of the window. A partial list
of forms and their definitions follows:
• Dome - a curved roof structure spanning an area, often with windows lining
its hemispherical shape.
• Lancet - a tall, usually thin light that commonly rises to a pointed arch,
sometimes joined by one or two other lancets.
9
In a professional setting, repeated visits may not be feasible (monetarily), for the client/building
owner. The conservator should aim for just one visit.
8

• Laylight - a glazed ceiling opening that admits light to the room below.
• Light - an opening in the wall that forms part of a larger window design.
• Octofoil - an eight-lobed light that is usually set in the pointed arch of a
window.
• Quatrefoil - a four-lobed light that is usually set in the pointed arch of a
window.
• Rose - a circular window with radiating lobes, usually with ornate tracery.
• Sash - a window set in a frame that may be moveable or fixed, may slide in a
vertical plane (as in a double-hung window) or may be pivoted (as in a
casement window).
• Ventilator a small pane (usually at the bottom) of a larger window
composition that can be opened to provide ventilation even with the larger
window closed. 10
Next, two spaces are allotted for who designed the window and when. The source of
that information, whether a signature on the glass or written documentation (found
through research) is also noted. If exterior protection exists, the type (glass, metal
screen, or plastic glazing) and whether or not it is vented is recorded. The dimensions,
in feet and inches, of the entire window opening are documented.
The following parts of the survey require a fundamental understanding of stained
glass window materials. This skill is something that must be shaped by hands-on
experience, in addition to being read about in guidebooks and scientific material
reports. For those uninitiated in the field, Appendix B reviews the composition,
application, deterioration, and conservation of stained glass window materials (glass,
paint, cames, putty, frame, and support bars). In order to thoroughly survey historic
10
These definitions derive from two sources: New York Landmarks Conservancy, Repairing Old and
Historic Windows (Washington, D.C.: The Preservation Press, 1992); and Cyril M. Harris, Illustrated
Dictionary ofHistoric Architecture (New York: Dover Publications, Inc.: 1983).

stained glass windows, the surveyor should have a solid handle on these issues and an
acute understanding of how the materials work together as a system.
The survey characterizes the following window components: glass, decoration,
cames, support, and structure. The description of the glass includes the type and the
number of layers. The type may be pot-metal, opalescent, ripple, or confetti glass, for
example. Whether the applied decorative effects are achieved by paint, etching, stain,
or enamels, is noted next. The cames are characterized according to type (lead, zinc,
copper foil), profile (flat or round), and dimension. The description of the support
system includes the type of support (saddle bar or T-bar), the number present, the
location (horizontal, vertical, bent around a feature), and the method of attachment
(solder or tie wires). Finally, the type and setting of the following structural elements
are noted:
• Frame - the window frame or sash (stone, wood, plaster)
• Tracery the architectural elements that separate lights in a compositional
window (stone, wood) 1
• Wall - brick, stone, wood
• Ventilator - note the type (swinging, rotating), the location of the hinge, the
ventilator's frame material, and whether it is operable
A notes section concludes the descriptive part of the survey.
'
' Here the term "tracery" is limited to the masonry framing elements, although in the stained glass
business it also refers to the glass that fills these openings.
10

The condition section records the results of a close examination of deterioration
symptoms and causes. The section addresses nine window parts. Glass is checked for
cracks, breaks, surface crizzling, devitrification, and missing pieces. The decoration is
examined for fired glass paint that is flaking, missing, reapplied, or if other paint
(usually from repainting the frame) has dripped onto the original glass. Cames are
inspected for corrosion, cracks, and missing sections. Putty is searched to determine if
it is old or new, whether it is hard, very soft and powdery, friable, or missing. The
walls are observed for corrosion, rot, water penetration, and general deterioration.
Frames and sash are assessed for metal corrosion, wood rot, missing parts of the sash,
water penetration, and general deterioration. The support bars are scanned to see if
any are missing, relocated, or whether they are engaged in the frame or sash. The
overall structure of the window is inspected for sagging and bowing. Finally, the
exterior protection is assessed for breakage, corrosion, scratches, bowing, fogginess,
and dirt, water, insects, or nests.
The survey form concludes with the rating of overall condition and overall integrity.
These categories pertain to the window unit as a whole. "Overall Condition" judges
the state that the window currently displays. "Overall Integrity" measures the extent
to which the window maintains its original materials. Each of these categories is
noted by circling a percentage: less than twenty-five percent is a failure, twenty-five
11

to forty-nine percent is poor, fifty to seventy-five percent if fair, and greater than
seventy-six percent is good.
Matrix Strategy
After the surveys are complete, deterioration mechanisms are identified through an
analysis of the surveyed symptoms and conditions. This step begins the strategy
introduced by Samuel Harris in his book, Building Pathology: Deterioration,
Diagnostics, and Intervention) 2 As Harris explains, a deterioration mechanism is a
process of progressive degradation caused by the interaction between a material's
properties and its operating environment.
1
For example, he cites timber rot, stress
cracks, freeze-thaw cycling, and corrosion as common building deterioration
mechanisms. For stained glass windows, examples include corrosion, rot,
devitrification, vandalism, and fatigue. They are specific to certain materials, and
without intervention, a deterioration mechanism will lead to the failure of the material
on which it is acting.
12 Samuel Harris, Building Pathology: Deterioration. Diagnostics, and Inten'ention (New York: John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2001).
13
Harris, Building Pathology, p. 19.
12

Identifying the exact mechanism causing the observable condition may be difficult,
especially when concurrent mechanisms and dynamic environments are present.
Harris acknowledges this possibility:
In fact, given the complexity of the general environment, it stands to
reason that multiple deterioration mechanisms are always operating at
the same time. It is a major complicating factor of diagnostics to
recognize distinct and addressable mechanisms in the maze of
simultaneously operating sets of mechanisms.
These complexities may be limited by addressing the necessary and sufficient
conditions of the possible mechanisms. Necessary and sufficient conditions are the
properties and elements of the operating environment, which, when all are present,
the deterioration mechanism will initiate and persist. "Given a suspect mechanism,
the citation of its necessary and sufficient conditions provides a reasonable checklist
against which to test at least the feasibility of the candidate.'" 15 By listing these factors
and checking them against a material's surveyed symptoms and conditions, the
mechanism may be isolated.
To hinder the debilitating progression, a necessary and sufficient condition for that
particular problem must be altered. To follow one of the examples, timber rot results
when toxin-free wood comes in contact with fungi, moisture, oxygen, and a specific
14
Harris, Building Pathology, p. 23.
15
Ibid. p. 22.
13

temperature range.
16 An example pertaining to stained glass is the mechanism of
corrosion. When lead came, moisture, and air are present and in contact with one
another, corrosion will necessarily occur and persist. Altering just one of the factors
in these examples will change the progression of the mechanisms.
In order to comprehend all of the possible options of intervention and to address these
complex situations, Harris proposes a strategy of intervention matrices. For each
material's suspect mechanism, a table is developed that lists its necessary and
sufficient conditions and six tactics of intervention. The necessary and sufficient
conditions are listed vertically on the Y-axis. Six conservation tactics are listed on the
X-axis. The six tactics are abstention, mitigation, reconstitution, substitution,
circumvention, and acceleration. 17 At the intersection where a necessary and
sufficient condition and one of the six options meet, an action is suggested which will
hinder that deterioration mechanism's rate of progression.
The six options warrant clarification. Under abstention, the effects of doing nothing
and allowing the deterioration to continue are listed. Mitigation notes how to lessen
the severity of the deterioration by addressing the environmental factors that enable
the deterioration mechanism. Reconstitution offers a form of repair that replaces the
original, deteriorating material in kind, size, and location. It inserts a new version of
Harris, Building Pathology, p. 22. The temperature range is greater than 40°F, less than 120°F.
17
Ibid., pp. 40-44.
14

the old element in its place. The cycle of deterioration may simply begin anew.
Substitution notes the option of replacing original damaged elements with more
durable materials. This option replaces the effected element with a stronger material
that will deteriorate at a slower rate than the original material. Circumvention
precludes the weakened element and its function by introducing a second system with
new materials, properties, and deterioration mechanisms. The original material
remains and even continues to deteriorate, but will not prevent the system from
functioning. Acceleration considers the partial or complete demolition or
dismantlement of the unit because it is beyond repair and/or presents a strong safety
risk. All of the other options attempt to restore the basic function and aesthetic of the
architectural unit. Acceleration does not; it simply removes what is left.
To test how this strategy might work for stained glass windows, several case studies
were developed. Eight windows from four sites were surveyed, their data analyzed,
and their possible deterioration mechanisms identified. Sets of intervention matrices
were created, by material, that identify the deterioration mechanisms and their
"necessary and sufficient" conditions. Furthermore, the tables list several tactics that
would interfere with and inhibit the deterioration.
15

Considerations
At the assessment's conclusion, the needs of the window and appropriate
conservation measures should be plainly stated. Any treatment, however, must be
contingent not only on material concerns, but also upon practical conditions that
dictate conservation work: available finances, scheduling concerns, concurrent
construction, scaffolding availability, and appropriate weather conditions. Once the
practical limitations are taken into account, the scope of work must consider
compromise. Providing a complete list of recommendations will prove useful, though,
when additional work opportunities become available.
Other factors to bear in mind are current preservation standards. The attitudes
towards conservation have radically changed over the past 175 years. In the early
nineteenth century, an entire program of fourteenth century stained glass windows at
Winchester College Chapel, UK, were
taken out and replaced by modern copies... There is no indication
whatever of the slightest appreciation of ancient glass for its own sake
and as historic examples of medieval art and craftsmanship. What was
wanted was a clean and new copy, unmarred by the effect of decay and
1 8
the ravage of time.
In other words, age value was nonexistent. This sentiment differs strongly with the
currently accepted standards of historic preservation and conservation in America
18
J.A. Knowles, "Early 19
th
century Ideals and Methods of Restoring Ancient Stained Glass," Journal
ofthe British Society ofMaster Glass Painters, Vol. 1 1, no. 2 (1952-53): pp. 74 and 76.
16

today, which require the retention of original glass, and, when glass is lost or
shattered, the subtle identification of new glass.
19 Such basic standards, including
documentation and reversibility, should be honored.
Architectural conservators may use this strategy as a tool to diagnose the window's
deterioration, and to outline tactics to hinder the progressive problem. The process
assesses the condition, identifies the mechanism, and outlines the available
conservation options.
19
It is not within the scope of this thesis to compare and contrast various guidelines. Yet, the following
sources do offer pertinent theories and suggestions. The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for
Preservation of Historic Properties states, "deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than
replaced." The Venice Charter further states "replacements of missing parts must integrate
harmoniously with the whole, but at the same time, must be distinguishable from the original so that
restoration does not falsify the artistic or historic evidence." The Corpus Vitrearum, an international
scholarly organization devoted to cataloguing and conserving stained glass, complies with these
notions, stating in its "Conservation Guidelines" that when such replacement is necessary, "A reliable
method for marking the newly added pieces of glass is to scratch the year of the restoration on the
surface (in such a way that it is only visible from close up)." While the Stained Glass Association of
America's Guidelines state that "making every attempt to use all the original fabric in the cultural
property, especially the glass, should be paramount to the conservator," it provides the following
caveat: "provided this does not hinder the desired outcome of the project." The unwavering dictum of
the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior's Preservation Brief on Stained and
Leaded Glass (#33) says, "Original glass should always be retained, even though it may be damaged...
When missing, shattered, and poorly matched glass from later repairs must be replaced, the new pieces
should be scribed on the edge (under the came) with the date to prevent any confusion with original
glass in the future."
17

CHAPTER THREE
DATA COMPILATION
The following chapter illustrates the strategy presented in the previous
chapter. It begins with a note about the site selection and condition
assessment process. Then, for each window, it describes the setting and
history, compiles the survey data, and identifies the deterioration mechanisms and
their necessary and sufficient conditions.
The criteria for a case study were four-fold. The first criteria stipulated that the
window had to be located in Philadelphia, for convenience. Second, it had to be
accessible from the ground because scaffolding and ladders presented too great a
challenge and expense. Third, a cross-section of stained glass from various studios,
time periods, countries, and styles was sought. Finally, the window needed to show
deterioration symptoms.
Three churches
20
and one private residence
21
were surveyed. The religious sites
include the First Presbyterian Church, Philadelphia; St. Thomas African Episcopal
20
Jean Famsworth, Director of the Census of American Stained Glass, suggested the religious sites
based on her knowledge of them from the city-wide survey she conducted several years ago. She
graciously accompanied me in October 2001, on a tour of the sites.
21 The author has often observed the windows while visiting classmates, who rent the house.
18

Church, Overbrook (Philadelphia); and St. Mary's Episcopal Church, Hamilton
Village (West Philadelphia). The private residence is located at 4627 Hazel Avenue,
in West Philadelphia.
With the criteria in mind, a cursory survey of all windows at each site revealed a wide
variety of types with observable deterioration. Two windows per site were chosen for
the in-depth survey. This limitation aimed to keep the survey work to a manageable
level, and attempted to highlight those windows with the most severe conditions.
While it is fair to say that the windows chosen exhibit obvious and severe conditions,
without a thorough survey of the entire program, the "worst" cannot be ascertained.
They were serious, but not necessarily the most severe.
The data relating to the four sites is compiled in the following order: First
Presbyterian Church, St. Thomas African Episcopal Church, St. Mary's Episcopal
Church, and the Hazel Avenue house. Each site is placed in context and a brief
historical review is provided. One section for each window follows. The survey
setting and the location of the window within each building are explained first. The
sections then describe the individual windows according to their form and, if any, the
subject and text. The studio or artist is identified, along with a short history of the
windows. The glass, decoration, cames, support and structural systems, and exterior
protection are then characterized.
19

The next section reviews the condition and integrity
22
of the glass, decoration, cames,
putty, wall, frame, support, structure, and protection. It concludes by attempting to
identify the deterioration mechanisms. Survey forms, photographs, and illustrated
versions of the survey results are located in the appendices (the exact reference is
provided in the text).
First Presbyterian Church
The First Presbyterian Church is located on 22
nd
Street, between Walnut and Locust
Streets in Philadelphia, PA. The church building was dedicated in 1872, when three
congregations united: First Church (1698), Second Church (1743), and Calvary
Church (1853). Another union in 1949, joined the Second Presbyterian Church and
the former First Presbyterian Church in Philadelphia. In 1998, the church celebrated
its 300-year anniversary as a united congregation. Henry Augustus Sims (1832-1875)
designed the high Victorian Gothic structure in 1872. After the Civil War, stained
glass windows were a popular church decoration that provided an opportunity to
make lasting memorials. Windows were imported from England, France, and
22
Integrity is defined as the extent to which the window maintains its original materials.
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Brussels, as well as commissioned from American studios such as Tiffany, Sweeney,
and Willets.
The survey of windows at the First Presbyterian Church took place on February 14,
2002. The day was overcast and thus the light evenly illuminated the two windows
that were examined. One is situated on the east end of the north wall of the church,
facing Walnut Street. The other is located on the north end of the east wall, towards
the back of the nave. It appears that this corner has a concentration of conditions that
is affecting the stained glass.
The windows were sketched and conditions were detailed using colored pencils.
Photographs were taken with an automatic point-and-shoot camera to capture
condition details. A manual 35mm camera was used to take overall shots of the entire
windows and setting. The survey forms, detailed photographs, and illustrated survey
results can be found in Appendix C.
1. Female saint praying in field of lilies
By Fanny Sweeney, c. 1898"
First Presbyterian Church (Appendix C, pp. 88-91)
The first window is a single lancet located in the northeast stair tower. The metal and
concrete stairway runs past the window and obstructs the interior view. The subject is
23 The year of fabrication and installation is unknown. 1898 is the year when the memorialized person
died.
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a draped, haloed female figure, standing and praying in a field of lilies. It
memorializes Marie Louise Weightman Faries, who died in 1898. The window is
attributed to the work of female artist Fanny Sweeney, of Philadelphia, who showed
her work at the 1893-94 exhibition of the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts and as
part of Pennsylvania's exhibit at the World's Columbian Exposition in 1893. The
window plates several layers of opalescent glass in the Tiffany style. However, the
window more closely resembles known examples of Sweeney's work, such as the
angel figure in the First Unitarian Church of Wilmington, Delaware. 24
The window is composed of plated opalescent and ripple glass, glass jewels, and a
painted head, hands, and feet. The lead cames have a rounded profile. The 8'x27"
pointed lancet window is supported with five round saddle bars and one flat saddle
bar; all six are attached with tie wires. The window is set in stone grooves and the
lower panel is a ventilator that swings out from a top hinge. The surrounding wall is
brick. The ventilator is hinged on the sides, and set in an iron frame. It is inaccessible
from the interior, but appears slightly open from the exterior.
The window condition is poor and its integrity" 5 is good. There are several breaks in
the glass. Numerous areas, both painted and plain, have dried drips of paint from
where the frame was probably painted. The lead appears stable, but the putty is
John Paul Decker, The Art and Architecture ofthe First Presbyterian Church in Philadelphia
(Philadelphia: Privately printed, 2001 ), p. 6.
Again, integrity is defined as the extent to which the window maintains its original materials.
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deteriorating, especially in several areas on the sides of the design. Here, the window
is severely bowing out on the right side and bowing in on the left. It appears that
moisture is accumulating on the stone frame. In addition, water has penetrated
through the wall near the roofline above the right side of the window. The moisture
and cyclical thermal movements of the porous brick have caused the wall to
effloresce. The resulting salts and water have flowed down the wall, along the
window frame, and into the window well, where it drips onto the glass and
accumulates onto the sill below. On this bottom sill is one fluorescent light and two
spotlights, used at night to highlight the window towards the exterior. These lights are
a source of extreme heat to the stained glass window. Their only benefit is that they
prevent moisture from accumulating and creating further problems with the salts.
They provide an adequate transmission of light to the exterior, but the heat weakens
the leads and will promote fatigue and further bowing. The protective glazing is
transparent, but is not vented. The exterior stone frame exhibits an accumulation of
moisture near where the window is bowing.
Moisture accumulation is a major problem for this window. Possibly spurred by the
salts flowing down from the brick efflorescence above, the stone frame is expanding
and contracting, causing the window to absorb the subtle movements. The window
may not have enough space to move in its frame, and thus the putty is crushed, falls
out, and allows the glass to move slightly. The several unseen layers of glass add to
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this window's complex deterioration, not to mention its weight. Despite the lack of
putty, the majority of the bowed areas are copper-foiled. Perhaps the design of the
copper foil cames failed: parallel and concentric patterns will buckle and bow under
stress.
The heat generated from the spotlights causes additional concern, especially because
the exterior protective glazing is not vented. The possible extreme temperature in the
space between the glazing and the window could cause considerable fatigue in the
leads and even possibly the iron saddle bars.
There are several deterioration mechanisms at work. The salt efflorescence on the
brick wall seems to spur the stone frame's stress. The lead came fatigue (exacerbated
by the spotlights) is closely related to the putty failure (exacerbated by the frame's
stress). These mechanisms will be analyzed in the next chapter.
2. Angels in the resurrection garden
By the Tiffany Studios, c. 1914
First Presbyterian Church (Appendix C, pp. 96-100)
The second window surveyed at the First Presbyterian Church has two lancets and a
quatrefoil set in a stone frame in a brick wall. It is located on the east side of the nave,
at the north end. It features two angels in a landscape and incorporates various layers
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of confetti, ripple, and opalescent glass. The window is signed by the Tiffany Studios
of New York in 1914, and is in memory of Emily B. McFadden (1851-1913). The
window is 2' wide and 6' tall.
The confetti, ripple, and opalescent glass are plated in one to three layers. The
memorial text at the bottom of the window is etched, and the faces, hands, and feet
are painted. The small pieces of glass that form the foliage are held together with
copper foil, while flat and round lead cames hold together the larger pieces. Four
round saddle bars attached with tie wires and one T-bar per lancet support the
windows. The windows are set in stone mullions with a thick layer of sealant that
conceals the exact setting.
6
The condition of this window is fair and the integrity is good. The glass and paint is
doing well, although the painted arm of the angel in the left lancet is noticeably
darkened. The copper foil shows no signs of deterioration, and the lead cames appear
fine, except at the bottom of the right lancet where some corrosion is evident. The
surrounding brick wall and stone frame are in poor condition. Above the window and
to the left, a patch of new brick appears to have replaced an area deteriorated by
moisture exposure. The bricks surrounding the patch, however, show much
efflorescence, a symptom of salts leaching to the surface due to moisture content and
The setting is most likely a stone groove set.
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thermal variations. The frame of the window shows a good deal of deterioration. A
crust covers the entire length of the window's tracery. The protective glazing is
inaccessible because the narrow alleyway is gated and locked.
Tiffany's Angels in the Resurrection Garden at First Presbyterian Church has
problems similar to the previous window: moisture accumulation and salt
efflorescence on the brick wall. Lead corrosion at the base of the right hand lancet
accounts for a third mechanism. The crust on the stone tracery needs to be
characterized, but initial observations contribute it to stone salt efflorescence.
St. Thomas African Episcopal Church
The St. Thomas African Episcopal Church in Overbrook, PA, has resided in its
current building for the past nine years. It is the fifth location for the congregation,
which originated in 1792. Architect Frederick Mann (1868-1925) designed the Gothic
Revival building in 1899, for the Memorial Episcopal Church of St. Paul. Memorial
stained glass windows were part of the original building design, and were designed
and installed by the Willets, D'Ascenzo, Tiffany, and Kolb & Martin studios. Today,
St. Thomas African Episcopal Church continues the tradition of memorial stained
glass windows. In 1997, they dedicated the Absalom Jones Memorial Stained Glass
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Window, in honor of their church's founder. More recently, in 2000, they dedicated
another new stained glass window, honoring African and African-American church
leaders.
The two windows at St. Thomas African Episcopal Church were surveyed on
February 15, 2002, on an overcast afternoon. One is at the west end of the north aisle,
and another is on the east end of the south aisle. In this case, as in all the others, the
interior lights were illuminated. All of the aisle windows are set in the same pattern of
wooden tracery in stonewalls. The window openings have two 6 V-i tall, 28" wide
lancets and four additional apertures crowning them. Included in the vertical
dimension are ventilator windows that pivot on hinges.
Both of the St. Thomas African Episcopal Church windows were sketched and
conditions were detailed using colored pencils. Photographs were taken with an
automatic point and shoot camera to capture condition details. A manual 35mm
camera was used to take overall shots of the entire windows and setting. The survey
forms, detailed photographs, and illustrated survey results are located in Appendix D.
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3. TWO ANGELS IN LILY FIELD WITH CROSSES IN THE SKY
By the Tiffany Studios, c. 1897
St. Thomas African Episcopal Church (Appendix D, pp. 104-107)
The first window, on the east end of the south aisle, depicts two angels with lilies. A
Tiffany Studios signature plate is in the bottom right corner. The areas above the
figures are filled with clouds, crosses, and stars. The window stands "To the Glory of
God and in Loving Memory of Letitia Miner Butler, 1830-1897."
The window is composed of opalescent and ripple glass laid in uneven layers. The
heads, hands, and feet are painted. A plate of glass behind the clear blue glass plate
(both in the upper lights and just above the angels' halos) is stained with yellow stars.
Copper foil holds together the glass that creates the foliage and flowers, and round
and flat lead cames hold together the rest. Six round saddle bars per lancet support the
window and are attached with tie wires.
The window is in fair condition and displays good integrity. There are a few broken
pieces of glass, and dirt has accumulated in the folds of the ripple glass. The cracks
do not hamper the design or structure, but the dirt has darkened the window. Some
paint is flaking off the faces and hands. The iron T-bars that separate the ventilators
from the rest of the window are rusting and the wood frame has lost some of the putty
between it and the stone wall. The protective glazing is comprised of six broad,
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transparent panels that are not vented. The linear cames align with the tracery. The
glazing inhibits the ventilators from operating.
The following deterioration mechanisms are at work on this Tiffany window: the
glass has accumulated dirt, the iron T-bars above the ventilators are corroded, and the
frame's sealant has failed. The dirt in the deep folds of the ripple glass is a matter of
aesthetics now. If allowed to remain, however, the dirt could compromise the glass
structure by attracting moisture.
4. Christ's agony in the Garden of Gethsemane
y the D'Ascenzo Studio, date unknown - late 19
l
, early 20' centui
St. Thomas African Episcopal Church (Appendix D, pp. 1 10-115)
The second window surveyed is located on the west end of the north aisle. Countless
small pieces of pot glass in a pair of lancets depict Christ's agony in the Garden of
Gethsemane. The window is signed by the D'Ascenzo Studio and is inscribed "To the
Glory of God and in Loving Memory of Clara Leggett." The window includes paint
and stain, and the leads are round and flat. Four horizontal round saddle bars per
lancet, two vertical saddle bars per ventilator, and two T-bars per lancet support the
windows. The saddle bars are attached with solder rather than tie wires (they may be
later additions).
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The windows are in fair condition and have good integrity. A small part of a piece of
glass is missing from the right lancet's ventilator. The paint and cames are in good
condition. The problems lie in the wall and frame. The wooden frame has succumbed
to a type of corrosion due to water penetration through the wall. Near the roofline,
above the window, the stone wall is covered with water stains and efflorescence. The
frame and tracery elements are lined with a white crust at the inner edge. The
deterioration is limited to the upper lights at this point, however water stains are
apparent on the window's sill and above the right hand lancet. The stain crosses the
entire sill. The vented protective glazing is comprised of fifteen foggy panels that are
cut to fit within the stone tracery. The ventilators are glazed to allow their continued
operation.
The problems of the D'Ascenzo window at the St. Thomas Church are mainly
architectural in nature. The white crust that covers the tracery and upper frame is
important to identify. It may derive from one of several mechanisms. Because the
exterior tracery is exposed between the protective glazing panels, water may be
leaking through a crack or break in the sealant. Water could then cause wood rot on
the frame or corrosion on the perimeter cames. The sealant above the ventilators has
failed, probably because it was knocked loose by repeated vibrations from the
window operation.
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St. Mary's Episcopal Church
St. Mary's Episcopal Church, Hamilton Village, is located on the University of
Pennsylvania campus, in the midst of three student residential high-rises (built in the
1960s). When the church building was built in 1824, however, it was situated at the
heart of a vacation-home community, a retreat for city-weary Philadelphians. In 1872,
the current Episcopal congregation moved in. Soon after, between 1873 and 1890,
French, German (Zettler), English (Clayton & Bell), and Philadelphia studios
installed stained glass windows.
Two window groups from St. Mary's Episcopal Church of Hamilton Village were
surveyed on the overcast morning of February 7, 2002. The lighting of the windows
was fairly equal, even though one is on the south side of the nave, and one is at the
end of the north transept.
Both of the windows at St. Mary's Episcopal Church were sketched and conditions
were detailed using colored pencils. Photographs were taken with an automatic point
and shoot camera to capture condition details. A manual 35mm camera was used to
take overall shots of the entire windows and setting. The survey forms, detailed
photographs, and illustrated survey results can be found in Appendix E.
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5. Three lancet group
By a Philadelphia studio, c. 1880s
St. Mary's Episcopal Church (Appendix E, pp. 120-123)
The first window is composed of three lancets situated in the north transept. The
group is considerably larger than the other windows in the church, for it is rises 13'5"
and is roughly 10' wide. Naomi, Ruth, and Orpah together in a throne setting are
depicted in the central lancet, and Maria Lansdale Horner, 1858; Jane West Horner,
1864; Eliza Lansdale Horner, 1860; and Rebecca Coates Horner, 1872, are
memorialized. Tracery above the center lancet further defines a quatrefoil and five
smaller decorative lights. The two pointed lancets on each side are shorter than the
central one. Although no specific studio is named, a Philadelphia studio is
attributed.
27
The figures of the central lancet are vertically centered above a geometric area and
below an arched, throne-like design. The flanking pair of lancets has symbols in
medallions set against a grisaille background. The symbols in the left lancet are, from
top to bottom, a phoenix, golden cross, and scepter. The right lancet bears the
symbols of the lamb, golden crown, and the same scepter. The window is composed
of a variety of brightly colored, flat, and translucent pot glass. Paint, stain, and
27
"The Record of St. Mary's," The Golden Jubilee, May 1894, the 5Cfh year ofDr. Yarnall 's
Rectorship. The Census of Stained Glass in America collection. Partners for Sacred Places,
Philadelphia, PA.
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etching decorate the window. Flat lead cames hold the glass. Round saddle bars
support the three lancets, and in the center lancet, are modeled around the contours of
the figures, so as not to disrupt their legibility. The tracery is stone. There are two
ventilators, one in each of the side lancets. The center lancet is protected on the
exterior with four square plastic sheets. Its smaller lights above have individual
sheets, too. The two flanking lancets each have four panels of stationary glazing plus
an additional one for each ventilator. The glazing is not vented.
The window is in fair condition and retains a good level of integrity. There are
numerous small cracks in the bands of glass that line the perimeters of the windows.
On the center left side of the center lancet (alongside the figures), several pieces of
the glass bands have cracked and broken. Towards the bottom of the same window, in
the geometric section, a piece of glass has popped out of its upper came and is leaning
towards the exterior, allowing a free flow of air, light, and various elements. The
paint is in fair condition, although some flaking is apparent. The lead is showing signs
of corrosion, but it is not wide spread, yet. The putty is flaking off and accumulating
on the windowsill. The frame and wall both exhibit paint failure. The protective
glazing is foggy and disrupts the exterior view.
In this three-lancet ensemble, one main problem has affected the architecture and
aesthetics: moisture accumulation. Possibly, water is leaking through the window,
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walls, or roof, causing the moist environment and subsequent deterioration. The wall
above and to the left of the windows has paint failure. The paint on the frame has
failed. Many of the perimeter glass pieces are cracked or broken because of the stress
induced by the frame's moisture accumulation. The putty is failing, too.
6. The Maries at the Sepulcher
A Philadelphia studio, c. 1872
St. Mary's Episcopal Church (Appendix E, pp. 127-131)
The second window is located on the other side of the nave: the center window in the
south aisle. Like the other aisle windows in the church, it has two lancets topped with
a quatrefoil. In this window, also attributed to an unnamed Philadelphia studio, the
Maries at the Sepulcher are depicted in honor of Elizabeth Eyre Babcock, 1872. The
quatrefoil has an image of the risen Christ while down below in the lancets are, on the
left, two Maries; and on the right, Mary next to an empty tomb with an angel pointing
skyward.
The window is composed of bright, flat pot glass and uses paint, stain, and etching to
decorate the heads, hands, feet, drapery, and text. The glass is held together with flat
lead cames. Round saddle bars support the windows and are attached with tie wires.
The tracery is stone, the ventilators swings out from a top hinge, and the windows are
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protected on the exterior with plastic glazing. It does not appear to be vented except
where it has been broken.
The window is in fair condition and maintains good integrity. There are a few broken
glass pieces that leak light. Old breaks on both lancets have been repaired with
dutchmen, but on the right hand window, the lead has come unsoldered on one end.
Thus, the loosened lead hangs uselessly, protruding from the window. Paint is flaking
from the memorial inscription at the bottom of the window and is accumulating on
the window's sill. Much of the lead is fatiguing. The putty is dry and falling out of
place. The saddle bars appear stable. On the exterior, dirt, dust, and debris have
accumulated on the ledges of the T-bars that support the ventilators. The buildup
blocks light and disrupts the intended presentation. This phenomenon is apparent in
several of the aisle windows to greater and lesser degrees. The protective glazing on
the exterior appears to be a textured plastic whose support bars do not interfere with
the window's design. However, the foggy glazing limits the light able to transmit
through the window.
The window has few aesthetic concerns and is in stable structural condition (except
the right ventilator). Its problems are concentrated around the ventilators and the
frame. The same problems are marked on both lancets: dirt build up on the exterior of
the ventilator's frame, glass cracks in the ventilators, and paint deterioration. The
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mechanisms responsible for the deterioration derive from putty failure, vibrations and
flexure created by operating the ventilator window, and paint failure. It is also
possible that the cracked glass was a result of accidental impact because the window
is located adjacent to a playground and playground equipment. The leads are fatigued,
too.
4627 HAZEL AVENUE
Stained glass windows characterize the 1910 row houses and twins built in the West
Philadelphia Streetcar Suburb National Historic District. One such rowhouse, located
at 4627 Hazel Avenue, was surveyed because of the extreme condition of one if its
bathroom's leaded windows. While they do not display bright glass colors or
sophisticated paint application, the geometric designs of clear prismatic and textured
glass typify late nineteenth and early twentieth century stained glass production. Not
long after these houses were built, stained glass production in America severely
declined. Thus, these windows represent the rise before the fall of vernacular stained
glass windows.
The windows were surveyed on January 29, 2002, on a sunny morning, and represent
what appears to be the worst of the house's collection. Located on the east side of the
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house in a third floor bathroom, it is a double-hung wood sash with colorless prism
and textured glass designed in a geometric pattern. It is set in an L-shaped wood
rabbet. The upper and lower sashes have identical patterns of glass, but exhibit very
different conditions. Two rectangular saddle bars per sash are soldered to the lead
cames at joints and their ends are set in the wood frame.
A sketch of the window was made and conditions were detailed using colored pencils.
Photographs were taken with an automatic point and shoot camera to capture
condition details. A manual 35mm camera was used to take overall shots of the entire
window. The sketch, survey form, and photographs can be found in Appendix F.
7. Upper sash
Probably mass-manufactured, 1910
4627 Hazel Avenue (Appendix F, pp. 138-139, and 141)
The upper sash is stationary, is in fair condition, and maintains high integrity. All of
the glass is extant, few cracks exist, and no breaks are apparent. The lead and putty
are in fair condition, but will need replacement soon, perhaps at the same time as the
lower sash for convenience. The wall and setting are in good condition. No water
damage was perceived. The sash chords for the moveable lower sash are broken and
the ends of the ropes are frayed, signifying that they probably deteriorated and then
failed under the stress of the lower sash's weight.
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8. Lower sash
Probably mass-manufactured, 1910
4627 Hazel Avenue (Appendix F, pp. 138-141)
The catastrophic failure of the cords may have contributed to the poor condition and
fair level of integrity for the lower sash. It is missing glass, has several cracks and
breaks, the lead is fatigued, putty is missing, and the rectangular saddle bars have
failed. One end of each of the two saddle bars has slipped out of the wood frame. The
fatigued lead has broken away from where several solder joints are connected to the
saddle bars. The top center edge of the stained glass window has sagged 1-VV below
its wood frame. At the bottom, the window bows 2" in and Yi" out. Two pieces of
glass that had fit in a vertical position on the lower sides of the glass are missing.
These openings in the glass, among the other severe conditions, render the window a
near failure. The window has a screen and storm window on the exterior, but they
have not stopped dirt, dust, and dead bugs from collecting in between the screen and
stained glass window. The storm window is currently raised about five inches. It still
monitors light and provides privacy, except for the two small apertures on the sides. It
does not provide a sufficient barrier between exterior and interior conditions.
The Hazel Avenue house windows require considerable attention. The upper light's
lead cames are fatiguing and putty is failing. The lower light shows more severe
conditions. Glass is broken and missing, lead cames are sugaring, and putty has fallen
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away. The pull cords are frayed and broken. The saddle bars do not function properly.
Bugs and debris are in between the glazing.
Several mechanisms caused the deterioration in the lower light. The lead has
corroded, aided by the humid conditions of the bathroom. The corrosion weakened
the window's structure, transferring the load toward the bottom of the window where
the horizontal, parallel lines of the geometric design buckled under the increased
stress. The vertical pieces of glass adjacent to the horizontal, parallel pieces gave way
under the flexure of the buckle and the stress bearing down on it. The saddle bars
have slipped from their position at the point where the iron bar meets the wood frame.
It appears that this failure occurred because the bar could no longer support the
weight of the glass when the lead began to fail as a structural support. The wood is
not rotted, and therefore it appears that the putty failed and further contributed to the
structural failure. The pull cords may have been broken from wear, or they may have
been rotting, again aided by the humid conditions. The debris has accumulated
between the screen and window because of lack of maintenance.
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CHAPTER FOUR
ANALYSIS
The previous chapters have explained the matrix strategy and presented
cases that can be tested. Data has been collected and deterioration
mechanisms have been identified. Now, according to the strategy,
intervention matrices must be developed based on an analysis of those identified
mechanisms. These tables are what point to intervention tactics, and, ultimately, a
conservation plan. For each mechanism listed in Chapter three: Data Compilation,
this chapter walks through the development of a corresponding intervention matrix.
Two types of information need to be ascertained in order to complete an intervention
matrix: the necessary and sufficient conditions (which line the Y-axis) and the six
intervention options (which line the X-axis). Using these matrices as tools, the
options for intervention are considered, and a strategy can eventually be implemented
that meets the practical conditions and factors surrounding the conservation job. The
intervention matrices are compiled by window at the back of the indicated
appendices.
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1. Female saint praying in field of lilies
By Fanny Sweeney, c. 1898
First Presbyterian Church (Appendix C, pp. 92-95)
The following deterioration mechanisms were identified: Wall (brick)- salt
efflorescence; Frame - stress; Lead came - fatigue; and Putty - failure and loss. For
each of these mechanisms, an intervention matrix was created which outlines the
following information.
The necessary and sufficient conditions for the brick wall's salt efflorescence are
porous brick, moisture, and cyclical thermal cycles. Of the possible six possible
intervention options (abstention, mitigation, reconstitution, substitution,
circumvention, and acceleration), the following are suggested:
1
.
Mitigate the salt build up with either periodic removal or cleaning of the salts.
This measure will hinder the build up of salts that flow down the wall, to the
stone frame, and on the glass.
2. Mitigate the thermal cycles by regulating the temperature.
3. Reconstitute the efflorescent bricks in kind.
4. Substitute the efflorescent bricks with a less porous type.
5. Circumvent the moisture exposure by spraying the bricks with a water
repellent coating.
6. Circumvent the source of moisture by inserting a stopgap measure until the
roof leak can be stopped.
The stress in the stone frame also needs to be addressed. The necessary and sufficient
conditions for this mechanism are an accumulation of moisture in porous stone, a
change in thermal cycles, and lack of room for expansion. The conditions are similar
to the brick efflorescence, and thus have similar intervention measures:
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1.
Mitigate the thermal cycles by regulating the temperature.
2. Mitigate the stress movements by adding room between the stone and the
brick wall or window.
3. Reconstitute the moist stone in kind.
4. Substitute the stone with a less porous type.
5. Circumvent the moisture exposure by spraying the stone with a water
repellent coating.
6. Circumvent the source of moisture by stopping the source of the moisture -
possibly the salts and moisture from the adjacent brick wall and leaky roof.
In order for lead came to fatigue, lead came must be exposed to stress (commonly
supplied by thermal fluctuations, wind, or other mechanical mean). In this case, the
spotlights exacerbate the fatigue by heating the lead at night. The options for
intervention eventually all lead to releading the window, a common and necessary
procedure for historic American windows. Other intermediary options include:
1
.
Mitigating the stress by adding support bars to particularly fatigued areas.
2. Reconstituting the lead in size, type, and dimension.
3. Substituting the original lead with a stronger, more durable alloy.
4. Circumventing the stress by venting the protective glazing to regulate thermal
stress.
In order for putty to fail, mechanical stress and non-resilient putty are necessary and
sufficient. The mechanical stress may derive from slight expansions in the lead cames
or stone frame. Like fatigued cames, the replacement of old putty is common and
even expected, in order to prolong the life of the stained glass window. Possible
measures in the mean time include:
1
.
Reconstituting the failed putty in kind.
2. Substituting the putty with a more resilient, longer-lasting formula.
3. Circumventing the stress by adding more room between the frame and the
window to accommodate stress movements.
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2. Angels in the resurrection garden
By the Tiffany Studios, c. 1914
First Presbyterian Church (Appendix C, pp. 101-102)
As identified in the previous chapter, this window's deterioration mechanisms were:
Wall - salt efflorescence and Lead came - corrosion. For each of these mechanisms,
the following options were developed in intervention matrices.
The necessary and sufficient conditions for the brick wall's salt efflorescence are
porous brick, moisture, and cyclical thermal cycles. Similar to the options listed for
the previous window, the following tactics are suggested:
1
.
Mitigate the salt build up with either periodic removal or cleaning of the salts.
This measure will hinder the build up of salts that flow down the wall, to the
stone frame, and on the glass.
2. Mitigate the thermal cycles by regulating the temperature.
3. Reconstitute the efflorescent bricks in kind.
4. Substitute the efflorescent bricks with a less porous type.
5. Circumvent the moisture exposure by spraying the bricks with a water
repellent coating.
6. Circumvent the source of moisture by inserting a stopgap measure until the
roof leak can be stopped.
7. Circumvent the source of moisture by locating and stopping the leak in the
roof. This problem appears to be concentrated in the northeast corner of the
church and is seriously affecting the walls.
The necessary and sufficient conditions for lead corrosion are lead, moisture, and a
reagent (either sulfur dioxide, alkali, lye, or an organic acid). Intervention options
include:
1
.
Mitigating the moisture by venting the protective glazing
2. Mitigating the reagent's power by periodically cleaning the windows with
deionized water and thoroughly drying.
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3. Reconstituting the lead in kind. (Remove window to studio setting and unzip
window).
4. Substituting the lead with a more durable alloy. (Remove window to studio
setting.)
5. Circumventing the lead by installing bars to support the glass as the lead
weakens.
6. Circumventing the moisture by installing vented protective glazing.
7. Circumventing the moisture by providing better drainage away from the
window.
The lead corrosion is not severe or prevalent enough to warrant reconstitution or
substitution. Circumventing the problem seems best at this point. Install vertical
saddle bars to help support the glass in place, somewhat relieving the function of the
leads.
3. TWO ANGELS IN LILY FIELD WITH CROSSES IN THE SKY
By the Tiffany Studios, c. 1897
St. Thomas African Episcopal Church (Appendix D, pp. 108-109)
The following deterioration mechanisms are at work on this Tiffany window: Glass -
dirt accumulation; T-bars - corrosion; and Frame - sealant failure. The dirt in the
deep folds of the ripple glass is a matter of aesthetics now. If allowed to remain,
however, the dirt could compromise the glass structure by attracting moisture. For
each of these mechanisms, an intervention matrix was created which outlines the
following information.
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The necessary and sufficient conditions for the T-bars corroding are iron, stagnant
moisture, and oxygen. The following intervention options are suggested:
1
.
Mitigate future corrosion by priming clean iron with a rust inhibitor before
repainting it.
2. Mitigate the moisture by providing better drainage away from window.
3. Reconstitute the iron bar by mechanically or chemically removing the rust
(remove bar from window first).
4. Reconstitute the bars in kind.
The necessary and sufficient conditions for the frame's sealant to fail are similar to
putty failure. Non-resilient sealants that cannot react to mechanical stresses are
necessary and sufficient to initiate and prolong the mechanism. The options for
intervening in this case are as follows:
1
.
Reconstitute the failed sealant in kind.
2. Substitute the sealant with a longer-lasting, more resilient formula (silicone-
based).
The window frame sealant needs to be patched. If funds allow, the loss of the sealant
should be accelerated, removed, and replaced all at once to insure a continuous seal.
Lack of maintenance has caused a build up of dust and dirt on the glass. This problem
cannot be characterized by a deterioration mechanism, but implementing an informed
maintenance program to periodically clean the windows can ameliorate it.
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4. Christ's Agony in the Garden of Gethsemane
By the D'Ascenzo Studio, Date unknown
St. Thomas African Episcopal Church (Appendix D, pp. 116-118)
In order to properly identify the deterioration mechanisms operating on the
D'Ascenzo window, the deposit on the interior tracery should be more closely
examined and characterized. The possible mechanisms causing it include: Frame -
wood rot; Cames -- corrosion; or Sealant - failure. It is hard to pinpoint the
mechanism without knowing the composition of the symptom.
If the mechanism is wood rot, the necessary and sufficient conditions must be wood
with moisture content above 30%, oxygen, and fungi. The options that address these
elements include:
1
.
Mitigating the moisture content by providing better drainage away from the
window in order to reduce the available moisture.
2. Mitigating the fungi by treating the wood with fungicide (after stripping the
paint and before reapplying paint).
3. Reconstituting the moistened wood in kind.
4. Substituting the rotted sections ofwood with epoxy.
5. Circumventing the rotting wood by inserting a new structural member (i.e. a
wood splice or metal frame) so that the new piece handles the load
6. Circumventing the moisture content by installing protective glazing that is A.)
vented well enough to wick away moisture, and B.) covers the exterior
tracery.
If, however, the crust is found to be a metal corrosion product, the necessary and
sufficient conditions are metal, moisture, and a reagent. The most likely metal in that
location of the window would be lead perimeter cames. These conditions can be dealt
with in the following manners:
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1. Mitigate the reagent's power by periodically cleaning the windows with
deionized water and thoroughly drying.
2. Reconstitute the lead in kind. (Remove window to studio setting and unzip
window.)
3. Substitute the lead with a more durable alloy. (Remove window to studio
setting.)
4. Circumvent the moisture by providing better drainage away from the window.
7. Circumvent the moisture by installing protective glazing that is A.) vented
well enough to wick away moisture, and B.) covers the exterior tracery.
The failure of the sealant is a result of non-resilient sealant that cannot react to
mechanical stress. The tactics for intervening in this case are:
1
.
Reconstitute the failed sealant in kind.
2. Substitute the sealant with a longer-lasting, more resilient formula (silicone-
based).
3. Circumvent the stress by discontinuing the use of the ventilator.
If funds allow, the loss of the sealant should be accelerated, removed, and replaced all
at once to insure a continuous seal. Installing protective glazing on the exterior will
mitigate the water stains on the windowsills.
5. Three lancet group
By a Philadelphia studio, c. 1880s
St. Mary's Episcopal Church (Appendix E, pp. 124-126)
This large window group is under attack by moisture. The result is a variety of
mechanisms: Wall (stucco) - paint failure; Frame (stone) - paint failure and moisture
entrapment; Glass - stress; and Putty - failure. These mechanisms must be dealt with
in order to halt the window's slow and sure deterioration.
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In both cases of wall and frame paint failure, the specific mechanism at work is
blistering. There are three main causes of blistering: a poorly prepped surface, the
entrapment and migration of moisture behind the paint film, and incompatible paint
layers.
28
In the case of a poorly prepped surface, the necessary and sufficient
conditions for blistering are an ill-prepared substrate and paint. Those for moisture
entrapment are moisture and paint. Oil and latex emulsion layers of paint are
necessary and sufficient to cause failure. Microscopic paint analysis should be able to
determine the cause. After initial observations, however, it appears that moisture
entrapment is the main cause. Options listed in an intervention matrix for moisture
entrapment include:
1. Mitigating the moisture exposure by providing adequate drainage away from
the walls and windows. This includes repairing any leaks in the roof.
2. Circumventing the moisture by venting the protective glazing well enough to
ensure that any moisture is wicked away.
The necessary and sufficient conditions for the glass stress mechanism are glass,
applied mechanical stress, and the lack of any stress-absorption measures (room
between the frame and the glass, resilient putty or cames). In this case, it appears that
the stress derives from the expansion and contraction of the stone frame as it
experiences differential thermal cycles. The available options for intervention are:
1
.
Mitigating the thermal cycles by regulating the temperature.
2. Mitigating the stress movements by adding room between the stone and the
brick wall or window.
3. Reconstituting the moist stone in kind.
4. Substituting the stone with a less porous type.
28
Frank G. Matero, "Paints and Coatings," chap, in Conserving Building, revised edition, Martin C.
Weaver (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1997), p. 216.
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5. Circumventing the stress on the vertical pieces of glass by applying fins along
the adjacent cames.
6. Circumventing the moisture exposure by spraying the stone with a water
repellent coating.
7. Circumventing the source of moisture by stopping the source of the moisture.
The putty is failing, too. The necessary and sufficient conditions for putty to fail are
non-resilient putty and mechanical stress. The mechanical stress may derive from
slight expansions in the lead cames or stone frame. Replacing old putty is an expected
maintenance procedure for stained glass. Options for intervention include:
1
.
Reconstituting the failed putty in kind (remove windows and unzip in studio
setting).
2. Substituting the putty with a more resilient, longer-lasting formula (remove
windows).
3. Circumventing the stress by adding more room between the frame and the
window to accommodate stress movements.
The main task for this window is to isolate the source of moisture penetration,
whether it is penetrating through the roof, walls, or windows.
6. The Maries at the Sepulcher
By a Philadelphia studio, c. 1872
St. Mary's Episcopal Church (Appendix E, pp. 132-136)
This window has several mechanisms at work: Glass - vibration and flexure or
impact; Paint - failure; Lead Came - fatigue; and Putty - failure. In order to address
these problems, their necessary and sufficient conditions are listed below.
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The necessary and sufficient conditions for glass to succumb to vibration and flexure
include glass, movements that reverberate through the window, and a lack of shock-
absorbent material around the glass. To address these factors, the following measures
are suggested:
1
.
Mitigate the movements that reverberate by lining the ventilator windows with
backer-rod so they do not slam shut.
2. Reconstitute the glass with a silicone-based epoxy that absorbs slight
vibrations.
3. Reconstitute non-resilient materials with resilient materials (reputty the
window).
4. Circumvent the vibration and flexure by installing additional inconspicuous
saddle bars (for ventilators, install vertical saddle bars). The bars will enhance
the sturdiness of the ventilator during operation.
5. Circumvent the non-resilient materials by lining the frame with backer-rod.
If, however, the glass has broken because of impact (from the adjacent playground
outside), the necessary and sufficient conditions would include glass, proximity to
areas that present a high risk of accidental impact, and the actual accidental impact
from an object or projectile. To waylay this circumstance, the following options are
available:
1. Mitigate the proximity to high-risk areas by removing, in this case, the
playground equipment away from the windows. Point games away from the
windows.
2. Reconstitute the glass with a silicone-based epoxy that absorbs slight
movements or with a copper-foil dutchman.
3. Circumvent the impact by installing vented protective glazing, metal bars, or
wire screen.
The missing paint on the ventilator glass has failed and was perhaps exacerbated by
the ventilator's repeated vibrations from use. The failure's necessary and sufficient
conditions, however, include only the glass and paint. Intervention tactics include:
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1.
Mitigating the paint by cleaning off any dust, soot, grime, or deterioration
crusts.
2. Reconstituting the paint by consolidating what flakes are left.
3. Substituting the missing paint by painting the missing parts on a coverplate of
transparent, textureless glass and plating it onto the perimeter cames of the
glass with the missing paint.
The necessary and sufficient conditions for lead came fatigue are lead cames that are
exposed to stress (commonly supplied by thermal fluctuations, wind, or other
mechanical means). Releading is the most common intervention method, as it is an
expected maintenance procedure for stained glass windows. Other intermediary
options include:
1
.
Mitigating the stress by adding support bars to particularly fatigued areas.
2. Reconstituting the lead in size, type, and dimension (remove window).
3. Substituting the original lead with a stronger, more durable alloy.
4. Circumventing the stress by installing vented protective glazing to minimize
imposed external stresses (wind, projectiles) and regulate thermal stress.
Putty failure relies on mechanical stress and putty that is no longer resilient. The
mechanical stress may derive, in this case, from either the slight expansions of
surrounding materials (lead cames or stone frame) or the vibrations incurred from the
past operation of the ventilators. Replacing old putty, like releading fatigued lead
came, is an expected maintenance procedure. Possible intervention measures in the
mean time include:
1
.
Reconstituting the failed putty in kind (remove window).
2. Substituting the putty with a more resilient, longer-lasting formula.
3. Circumventing the stress by adding more room between the frame and the
window to accommodate stress movements, or padding the ventilator frame
with backer-rod to absorb the vibrational stress.
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The treatment priority lies in stopping the ventilator problems, and avoiding the
costly removal of the entire window. The right ventilator should be removed in order
to address its many problems (lead fatigue, putty failure, cracked glass, failed
dutchman, etc.). The entire protective glazing system needs to be vented as soon as
possible. Simple maintenance will remove the debris that has accumulated in between
the protective glazing and stained glass.
7. Upper sash
Manufactured, 1910
4627 Hazel Avenue (Appendix F, pp. 142-143)
The upper light is in better condition than the lower light. However, this observation
does not preclude the upper light from the following active deterioration mechanisms:
Lead came - fatigue or corrosion and Putty - failure. The pull cords have already
reached complete failure.
The leads are fatiguing and corroding, no doubt aided by their humid environment (a
bathroom). The necessary and sufficient conditions for fatigue include: lead cames
and exposure to stress (commonly supplied by thermal fluctuations, wind, or other
mechanical means). As for corrosion, the necessary and sufficient conditions are lead,
moisture, and a reagent. Initial observations indicate that the leads are corroding
rather than fatiguing, as there is no undue stress on the upper sash leads. The
corrosion conditions can be dealt with in the following manners:
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1. Mitigate the reagent's power by periodically cleaning the windows with
deionized water and thoroughly drying.
2. Reconstitute the lead in kind. (Remove window to studio setting and unzip
window.)
3. Substitute the lead with a more durable alloy. (Remove window to studio
setting.)
Releading is the most common intervention method, as it is an expected maintenance
procedure for stained glass windows.
The necessary and sufficient conditions for putty to fail include mechanical stress and
putty that is no longer resilient. The mechanical stress, in this case, most likely
derives from the slight expansions of the surrounding lead cames. Replacing old
putty, like replacing lead came, is an expected maintenance procedure. Possible
intervention tactics include:
1
.
Reconstituting the failed putty in kind (remove window).
2. Substituting the putty with a more resilient, longer-lasting formula.
3. Circumventing the stress by adding more room between the frame and the
window to accommodate stress movements.
To properly address the releading and reputtying procedures, the window sash should
be removed and the work should be conducted in a studio setting. The pull cords may
have been broken from wear, or they may have been rotting, aided by the humid
conditions. In either case, they should be substituted with a durable, rot-resistant rope.
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8. Lower sash
Manufactured, 1910
4627 Hazel Avenue (Appendix F, pp. 142-144)
The complex mechanisms at work on the lower sash must be addressed soon. They
include Lead - corrosion; Glass - stress; Support bars - failure; and Putty - failure.
The lead corrosion is a product of the following necessary and sufficient conditions:
lead, moisture, and a reagent. The necessary and sufficient conditions for putty to fail
include mechanical stress and putty that is no longer resilient. The intervention
options for both of these common deterioration mechanisms mimic those listed
previously for the upper sash. In this case, the priority lies with the lower sash,
though, because its deterioration is more advanced.
The fatigued and weakened lead caused an increased load of glass to pull down on the
bars and bend them. The deformation caused one end of each bar to slip from the
wooden frame. Thus, the necessary and sufficient conditions that caused the
dislocation were the increased load and poor attachment of the bar to the frame.
Intervention tactics for this situation include:
1
.
Reconstituting the weak lead in kind in order to lessen the abnormal load.
2. Substituting the lead with a more durable alloy in order to lessen the abnormal
load.
3. Substituting the method of attaching the bar to the wood frame with a more
reliable type.
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An additional problem between the leads and saddle bars is where the leads have
broken from the saddle bars where they were attached at solder joints. It appears that
the mechanism behind this form of deterioration is stress. The necessary and
sufficient conditions for this type of stress failure include an abnormal load (caused
by the fatigued lead cames), strong solder joint, and a stationary horizontal bar. As
the lead weakened and began to buckle with the weight of the glass, it pulled down
away from the bar that would no longer bend. The lead finally broke where the joint
was weakest - at the edge of the solder. Intervention tactics for this situation include:
1
.
Reconstituting the weak lead in kind in order to lessen the abnormal load.
2. Substituting the lead with a more durable alloy in order to lessen the abnormal
load.
3. Circumventing the buckling load bearing down on the bar's joint by installing
vertical fins or saddle bars.
The necessary and sufficient conditions that account for the glass failure are vertical
glass pieces adjacent to horizontal, parallel pieces (poor design), an abnormal load
that weighs down on the glass unit, and a weakened structure (leads and saddle bars).
Intervention options for this type of deterioration include:
1
.
Reconstituting the missing glass in kind.
2. Reconstituting the broken glass with epoxy, dutchman, or silicone.
3. Reconstituting the weakened structure by releading, reputtying, or reapplying
failed saddle bars in kind.
4. Circumventing the poor design and the additional load by installing vertical
fins or saddle bars.
The degree of deterioration and the "abnormal load" and stress present in the previous
three mechanisms informs the idea that much of the damage may have occurred from
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a sudden jolt incurred when the cords broke and the window slammed shut. In any
case, both sashes should be removed from their frame for conservation. Simple
maintenance should remove the debris from between the glazing.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION
This thesis posits the idea of applying a methodology developed for
building conservation to stained glass window conservation. The
borrowed strategy derives from Samuel Harris's book, Building
Pathology.and relies on the identification of the actual deterioration mechanism
causing the problem. It goes beyond repairing the cracked glass and addresses the
cause of the crack, in hopes of preventing the crack from recurring. This strategy was
specifically chosen because it concentrates on hindering the mechanism that causes
deterioration, rather than focusing on the deterioration. By stepping back to look at
the big picture, it does more than make the window pretty; it makes it architecturally
and functionally sound.
The proposed strategy aims to accommodate both facets of historic stained glass
windows. Such objects are appreciated for their effect as architectural decoration as
well as their functional role that moderates the weather and admits light. Yet too
often, only one facet is addressed. A thick coating of silicone-based sealant is
smeared over a cracked piece of painted glass (the crack is sealed, but the paint is
probably irreparably damaged). A bowing window is pushed back into plane while
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still upright in a window (the window may look better, but the structure is further
weakened because the lead cames and putty have been stressed more). Even if the
symptom is properly repaired, the problem will recur if the mechanism has not been
addressed. This strategy strives to identify the mechanism behind the cracked glass or
bowing window and addresses each component of the mechanism with a range of
intervention options that inhibits further deterioration.
The methodology was carried out at four case study sites. A survey form was
developed and the condition of eight windows was assessed. From these results, the
deterioration mechanisms were listed. While some mechanisms may be common to
numerous windows, each window demanded a unique assessment and the
development of individual matrices. After the mechanisms were analyzed, matrices
for each material were developed with the necessary and sufficient conditions (the
factors which initiate and prolong the problem). Tactics that would intervene and
inhibit their development were listed in the tables where applicable.
What was first apparent is the need to understand how the various materials operate
as a system. It seems clear that deterioration spurs further deterioration. In addition to
literary research and informational interviews, years of hands-on experience train the
eye and generate the most informed intervention suggestions. The suggestions listed
in this project's intervention matrices are the best attempt made with some hands-on
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experience. Realistically, they would require additional input and evaluation before
being suitable for a professional setting. It is expected that once the matrices are
properly completed, they would be either incorporated into the recommendations of a
condition report, or handed over to a specifications writer.
The matrix strategy is to be used as a tool by those who already possess the ability to
read deterioration symptoms and identify the necessary and sufficient conditions. It
then allows one to consider, in an organized manner, all of the forces acting on a
material, and to consider a range of possible combinations that would hinder the
mechanism's progression. It points out all of the applicable forces and therefore
creates the possibility of making one aware of more options than were first assumed.
In order to determine its applicability towards stained glass conservation, more testing
is required. It is unclear if this system is as efficient as one would like. While it does
help to identify the root problem in an organized manner, the variety of conditions
and mechanisms may not enable the most efficient assessment process. On the other
hand, the matrices would seem to be a valuable tool to present to clients when
explaining why certain recommendations were made.
Alfred Fisher, a speaker at the British Society of Master Glass Painters in the early
1980s, summarized the role of stained glass conservators: "What we try to do is to
combine our skills with a respect for our predecessors [and their old techniques], for
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the wisdom of our colleagues and advisors [current scholarship and methods], and our
own aesthetic sensitivity to the glass in its architectural context." In other words, a
conservator must incorporate past, present, and personal attributes in his or her work.
The hope of this project was to present a strategy that would make that task more
manageable.
29
Fisher, "Conservation of Stained Glass in Private Practice," p. 99.
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APPENDIX A
SURVEY FORM
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Identification
Building name &
address
Contact name, phone number, email
Surveyor
Date.
Window location:
Survey conditions
Description
Subject,
text, form:
Artist/studio:
Date:
Source
Glass
JVPe
# of layers
Structure
Decoration
Paint.
Etching
Slam
Enamel:
Frame
Tracery
Wall
Exterior protection type:
Vented
Window dimensions
Carnes
Type
Profile
Dimension:
Ventilator
Support
Type.
Count:
Location:
Method of attachment
Notes:
Condition
Glass
Cracks Breaks Surface crizzling Devitrification Missing
Decoration
Flaking Missing Reapplied Drip
Cames

APPENDIX B
STAINED GLASS MATERIAL
COMPOSITION, APPLICATION,
DETERIORATION, AND CONSERVATION
This appendix provides fundamental information about the materials that comprise
stained glass windows. Organized by material, it proceeds in the following order:
glass, paint, cames, putty, frame, and support bars. After a few general comments, the
text is divided into the six sections per material, and further divides into subsections
that describe the material's composition, application, deterioration, and conservation.
The text aims to prime the conservator in the most common uses, deterioration
mechanisms, and treatments for stained glass windows. Fundamental information
such as this is necessary in order to perform an informed survey and to develop
accurate intervention matrices.
A stained glass window is composed of pieces of cut glass held together by metal
cames. The glass is sometimes embellished with paint. Putty stiffens and
30
This information is not comprehensive, and is not meant to serve as a manual. See the sources in the
bibliography for several guidelines and manual-like publications (particularly Sloan, Conservation of
Stained Glass in America; Newton and Davis, Conservation ofGlass; and Vogel and Achilles, Stained
Glass in Houses of Worship.)
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weatherproofs the ensemble, and support bars reinforce it. From the aesthetic point of
view, the panel does not have to be situated in a window; it may be a freestanding
decorative panel or it may be installed in a museum setting (refer to figure 1, at the
end of this appendix). From the architectural point of view, it must serve as a barrier
or ventilator between the interior and exterior elements of a building's environment.
It must also control the flow of light by perforating the wall (figure 2). Fortunately,
"in the range of materials for creative expression, [stained glass] is one of the more
durable [arts]."
31
Glass: Composition and Application
Glass used in stained glass windows takes a variety of forms: pot, flash, ripple, and
opalescent, for example. Pot metal glass is an early, single-layered, uniformly colored
glass. It is made from a mixture of sand, silica, soda or potash, and lime, heated
together in a pot and blown flat and cut into sheets. Broken glass or metallic oxides
added to the molten mixture determine the color (copper for red, iron for green, cobalt
for blue, etc.
32
). Flash glass is formed by dipping a clear or white molten glob of glass
in molten, colored pot glass. The double-layered glob is blown into sheets and results
in one piece of glass with two strikingly different colors. Red and blue are commonly
paired with clear or white glass. For decorative effects, the thinner layer is etched to
reveal the second layer below.
31
Millard, "Structure and Reinforcement," p. 123.
32
"A short description of the methods and materials used in the manufacture of stained glass since the
twelfth century," posted at www.bsmgp.org.uk (October 2001 ).
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Opalescent glass was created and popularized by Americans Louis Comfort Tiffany
and John LaFarge in 1880.
33 Opalescent glass is usually flat and semi-translucent
(most of the light reflects off of the glass). The light that is transmitted is iridescent
and highlights milky swirls of variegated colors. This type is much more prevalent in
nineteenth and twentieth century American stained glass, than in European glass.
Tiffany developed ripple (or drapery) glass in the 1890s. It is similar to opalescent
glass, but has waves of fold-like ridges formed into it while the glass material is still
molten. This glass appears milky, striped with creamy and dense colors. Nineteenth
and twentieth century American glass of various types is more durable, typically, than
medieval glass, because of advances in manufacturing.
Glass: Deterioration
Glass is durable, yet fragile, and may deteriorate in two manners: physically and
chemically. Cracks, breaks, and scratches are forms of physical deterioration that
result from impact, external and/or internal stress, or heat. Chemical deterioration is
usually less obvious to the naked eye (until failure occurs), and results from over-
exposure to moisture, acid attack, or poor manufacture.
33
Rolf Achilles and Neal Vogel, Stained Glass in Houses of Worship (Chicago: Inspired Partnerships,
1994), p. 28.
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There are two types of cracks: a run and a break. A run does not sever the glass
because the stress that initiated the crack stopped. If stress is reapplied, the run will
continue and eventually break the glass. Impact from an ill-aimed baseball or tennis
ball, misplaced ladder, or a stray tree limb that collides with a window with enough
force will crack or break glass. Other causes may be less controllable forces such as
strong gales of wind, earthquakes, misdirected birds, or large debris. Intentional
damage during burglaries or vandalism may also be inflicted."
External stress from structural failures, vibrations, and improper storage techniques
may also crack glass. 35 Other sources of stress to the glass are rot in wooden frames,
corrosion of metal frames, and fatigue of metal cames. These mechanisms work as a
system, and when the frame or came is disturbed, it eventually asserts stress to the
glass. The glass may have to bear a new load or accommodate rust, and will
eventually crack or bow under application of such stress.
Vibrations and flexure cause damage particularly in ventilators and door lights. The
action of opening and closing them applies external stress as the unit tries to maintain
its flat plane. Their operation may apply stress that prolongs a crack and creates a full
break. Additionally, improper storage can lead to cracked and broken glass. Moist
34
Julie Sloan, Conservation ofStained Glass in America (Brewster, NY: Art in Architecture Press,
1995), pp. 83.
35
Ibid, pp. 84-86.
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and insufficiently vented areas and storage positions that allow the glass panel to sag
compromise its longevity.
The form of the crack often indicates the cause. For example, a horizontal single line
crack is formed from a horizontal bend. This may occur when stained glass sags or is
bent to fit into a frame. Both horizontal and vertical single lines could be from a blow.
Spoke-like cracks result from a large impact usually from vandalism or an accident.
A small, forceful projectile will form a conical, concave cavity.
Scratches are surface phenomena that present areas for debris and salts to settle and
begin chemical corrosion processes. American windows do not present as much
concern for scratches as does older European glass.
37
Because of its manufacture
process and constituents, the medieval glass is more susceptible to corrosive invasion
from aggressive cleaning products or wind erosion, for example.
For the same reason of a more reliable manufacturing process, American glass is less
susceptible to chemical attack. "No matter for what purpose [glass] is used, the first
and foremost quality that it must possess is durability, i.e. the power of preserving
unaltered over a long period its bright surface and transparency without tarnishing or
36
Sloan, Conservation ofStained Glass in America, p. 89.
37
Ibid.
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disintegration."
38 The chemical deterioration of glass results from water, acids, and
devitrification. Water is beneficial to glass when it is allowed to run off and
evaporate. It acts as a cleaning agent. However, when condensation and humidity
remain in contact with glass, it will attack the glass matrix. Acids from air pollution
(CO2), natural acids from wood frames (tannic acid derives from oak frames), and the
linseed oil in putty will begin to corrode glass when left in contact with it.
Glass: Conservation
Conservation methods for glass include cleaning, lead and copper-foil dutchmen, and
epoxy and silicone edge gluing. Cleaning will improve the visual effect of historic
glass that has accumulated dirt, soot, and dust. Harmful deposits are removed by
using deionized water and a non-abrasive sponge or swab. Painted glass should be
approached with caution, and never cleaned unless it has been deemed stable.
Before conservators were concerned with the historic integrity of stained glass, often
the broken pieces were replaced with a brand new piece, whether it matched the
original or not. Dutchmen have been used for centuries, and somewhat consider the
integrity of the glass. This technique inserts a came or applies pieces of copper foil
between the two broken pieces. It may be somewhat destructive because a small part
38
C. J. Peddle, Defects in Glass (London: Glass Publications, Ltd., 1927), p. 189.
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of the glass may have to be chipped away to accommodate the new foil or heart. The
dutchman has much less aesthetic virtue due to its bulk, yet the malleable lead will
absorb some movements transferred through the glass caused by external stress.
Copper foil was popularized by the Tiffany Studios in the nineteenth century. Copper
foil is like a strip of tape, where a thin strip of copper is coated with an adhesive on
one side. The sticky side is wrapped around the glass edge and the edges of two
pieces are soldered together. It affords a finer line than the came (it is less visually
intrusive), but does not provide the cushion that a malleable lead came does. Both
types of dutchmen can be reversed.
Epoxy and silicone edge gluing are among the newest glass conservation approaches.
Two-part epoxies have been formulated so that their indices of refraction match that
of clear glass. The glue-like material can often be tinted to match the broken glass,
and thus the visual intrusion is nearly eliminated. The drawback is that the bond is
often too strong. If the stress that originally caused the crack returns, the glass will
break again, but in another place. In all cases, "the method must not be stronger or
weaker than the glass itself, lest it set up additional stresses on the glass in its already
weakened state."39 Besides the issue of strength, epoxies will deteriorate in UV rays,
are not easily reversible, and are expensive. An alternative is silicone edge gluing.
Sloan, Conservation ofStained Glass in America, p. 96.
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Silicone is clear, but still visually detectable. It provides a flexible bond that is easily
reversible. Silicone repairs are not affected by UV light and are relatively
40
inexpensive.
Paint: Composition
Paint is an applied, decorative feature that is annealed to glass. Historically, several
types of paint for stained glass windows have been used. Opaque black or dark brown
enamel paints were developed in the twelfth century for trace lines, washed tones, and
shading.
41
Silver stain was developed in the fourteenth century and created a broader
range of applied color. Translucent enamel colors in a vitreous flux were popularized
in the sixteenth century, as greater paint-like effects were desired. " Stained glass
windows in American buildings today display all three of these traditions.
Paint: Application
Paint is applied to glass in either of two basic methods. One method applies a positive
design directly to the glass. The other uses a negative approach to paint application.
The entire glass surface is covered with paint and the design is scratched out with a
sharp stick or needle.
40
Neal Vogel and Rolf Achilles, Preservation Brief33: The Presentation and Repair ofHistoric
Stained and Leaded Glass (Washington, DC: National Park Service, 1993), p. 12.
41
Also known as "grisaille."
42 Roy Newton and Sandra Davison, Conservation ofGlass (Oxford: Butterworth and Heinemann,
1989), p. 30.
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In historic stained glass paints, gum arabic was a common binding medium. " It
enabled the paint to flow during application, adhere to the glass, and hardened the
paint as it dried. Glass conservators Roy Newton and Sandra Davison explain the care
with which the paint must be applied (in the positive manner):
The artist must have a full brush and paint the entire trace line in one
continuous, confident sweep. Too much treacle or gum will cause
the line to fry in the firing process, which in effect produces a rough
surface containing a mass of pinholes of light and a lack of
adherence to the glass.
Once a piece of glass has been painted, it is fired in a kiln to fuse the paint on the
glass. During firing, the fluxing agent melts and fixes the pigment grains onto the
glass pane.
Paint: Deterioration
Julie Sloan, an American stained glass consultant, declares that the American
windows of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century appear to have more
deteriorating paint problems than those of any other nation or period. The main
symptoms of paint failure are flaking and loss. As paint deteriorates, it flakes off of
the glass, having lost its adhesive quality. Paint deterioration is not yet completely
understood, but appears to have a relationship to the firing method, or to the actual
paint composition. Bacteria, fungi, traffic vibrations, and misinformed conservation
43 One of many sources of 19th century paint recipes is M.A. Gessert's Rudimentary Treatise on the art
ofPainting on Glass. 3
rd
edition. (London: Wheale, 1857).
44 Newton and Davis, Consen>ation of Glass, p. 97.
45
Sloan, Conservation ofStained Glass in America, p. 157.
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treatments further affect paint's longevity. Contact with alkaline cements or certain
oils will adversely affect the paint, too. From the micro to macro, glass paint systems
are highly susceptible.
Paint: Conservation
"At the moment, the treatment of loose paint, whether it is the trace-line, matt, or
colored enamel that is about to fall off, is an unsolved problem in the conservation of
stained glass."
46
Three basic methods are commonly used: cleaning, cover plating,
and consolidation. All of these methods must be considered according to their effect
on original material (glass, cames, putty, paint, etc.). Cleaning is used to remove dust,
soot, and grime that accumulates over time and dulls original colors. It also removes
harmful crusts or films. Only the gentlest cleaning products should be used. Newton
and Davis warn that using even water to clean glass with unstable paint may remove
the paint one is trying to clean. Some sensitive mechanical methods are accepted as
long as the paint is stabilized and protected first.
47
Several conservation studios,
including Willets Studios (Philadelphia) and Cummings Studio (Boston)48 currently
use naphtha, a common solvent used in the conservation of oil painting, to clean
painted portions of glass.
46
"Corpus Vitrearum Conservation Guidelines," Stained Glass. Vol. 86, no. 1 (Spring 1991): p. 50.
47 Newton and Davis, Conser\'ation of Glass, p. 249.
48
Arthur Femmenella, "Paint Stability and Related Problems," Stained Glass, Vol. 87, no. 3 (Fall
1992): p. 200.
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Coverplating employs a second piece of glass to restore lost paint details. Lacuna is
painted on a colorless, untextured plate of glass. This plate is then soldered onto the
perimeter cames of the piece with the missing paint. The glass paint is applied on the
side closest to the original paint in order to diminish the parallax. Figure 3 shows an
original piece of glass, its coverplate (figure 4), and the result when they are
combined (Figure 5). The process is reversible because the original paint has not been
touched. Critics of this system
49
highlight the fact that the double-glazing can create a
microclimate that would deteriorate the paint at an accelerated rate. In many cases, it
appears that the benefit of reversibility outweighs the threat.
Consolidating paint is achieved by using adhesives and coatings. Adhesives are
applied to the flaking paint with capillary tubes; the paint creeps underneath the paint,
saturates it, and, upon drying, consolidates the paint line. Adhesives may include
acryl adhesives
50
and epoxy-silane systems.
51
Critics of epoxies site their tendency to
yellow, the differential thermal movements between the epoxy, paint, and glass, and
problematic reversibility issues.
52 The use of Acryloid B72 diluted in toluene has
successfully consolidated paint, yet its use is limited to fairly controlled environments
because it weathers poorly and reacts with linseed oil (which is used in putty).
49 As noted in Talland and Mangum, "Stained Glass Conservation at the Isabella Stewart Gardner
Museum," p. 189.
50
Jean-Marie Bettembourg, "Stained Glass Windows: Problems on the Conservation of Stained
Glass," Conservation and Preservation ofStained Glass with Special Reference to Post-medieval
Glasses in the Netherlands (Amsterdam: Department for the Preservation of Monuments and Historic
Buildings, 1981): pp. 94-95.
51
Femenella, "Paint Stability and Related Problems," p. 201.
52
Sloan, Conservation ofStained Glass in America, p. 179.
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Came: Composition and Application
The glass pieces are held together by metal cames. Cames are typically H-shaped
strips of lead, zinc, or copper. They are placed between the glass pieces, soldered at
the joints, and the channels are packed with a putty compound to hold the glass firmly
in place. Structurally, they provide twin channels in which the glass rests. Artistically,
they "create a visual pattern that shapes and arranges the glass for decorative
effect."
53
From the tenth to the fifteenth century, lead cames were cast in clay or chalk forms. 54
Later, they were cast and drawn through a lead vice. Now they are extruded. Cames
vary in profile, heart, and flange thickness (as illustrated in figure 6). Lead is the most
popular metal because of its flexibility, sturdiness, and stability in cold climates.
The Chicago Metallic Corporation introduced zinc, brass, and copper cames in
1893. These metals are not as malleable as lead, but suit the straight geometric
forms that were popularized by Frank Lloyd Wright in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. Unlike the H-shaped lead cames, these alternatives are hollow,
lightweight, and offer enough support to eliminate the need for visually intrusive
53
Sarah Hall and Jeffrey Kraegel, "Tracing the Line," Glass Art, Vol. 15, no. 5 (July/August 2000): p.
58.
S. L. Brown, "The Structure of Lead as Related to Stained Glass," The Journal of the British Society
ofMaster Glass Painters, Vol. 2, no. 3 (1928): p.123.
55
Sloan, Conser\'ation ofStained Glass, p. 123.
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support bars. Zinc has several advantages over lead for rectilinear patterns. Zinc
cames are three times stronger, 40% lighter, ten times harder, and expand 7% less
than lead cames.
56 However, zinc does not weather as well as lead (perhaps that is the
reason why most zinc cames are copper-plated). Brass and copper are less popular
alternatives. Some contemporary artists eliminate the cames altogether, preferring
modern adhesives instead. The solder most often used is a tin/lead alloy (60/40 or
50/50).
Lead cames have a typical life of about one hundred years, but there are examples of
thirteenth century windows with their original cames. The longevity often depends of
the alloy used. Several studies have shown that traces of copper, silver, antimony, and
tin increase the durability of lead. A 1927 study concluded that thirteenth century lead
cames with about 1.5% tin exhibited little corrosion.
57
Another article stated, "The
key element in medieval lead which gave it its resiliency and durability was a trace of
copper...."
58 Copper and silver traces may make the lead less malleable, but more
durable. Nineteenth century cames typically are weaker than medieval cames because
they do not have enough silver or copper.
59
The more recent ones were too refined. A
1986 Association for Preservation Technology article specifies the use of either of the
56
Achilles and Vogel, Stained Glass in Houses of Worship, p. 15.
57
Brown, "The Structure of Lead as Related to Stained Glass," p. 125.
58 Viggo Rambusch, "The Lead Cames of Stained Glass Windows: Purpose, Problems, and
Preservation Procedures," Technology and Conservation (Fall 1983).
59
Talland and Mangum, "Stained Glass Conservation at the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum," p.
184.
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following alloys: a. 99.965% lead, 0.035% tellurium; or b. 99% lead, 0.75 %
60
antimony, and .25% tin.
Copper foil is another technique for holding glass together. Tiffany studios
popularized this technique in the late nineteenth century. The method uses a fine strip
of copper fit around the edge of a glass piece. The edges are folded over to the flat
side. Two pieces fit with the copper are set adjacently, and a bead of solder joins the
two copper strips. Both sides of the piece are soldered around the perimeter of every
glass piece fit with the copper. This bond is very strong and does not deteriorate
easily because of the solder's strength.
Came: Deterioration
"The greatest and the most common threat to leaded glass is deterioration of the
skeletal structure that holds the glass," including cames, putty, and the frame. The
deterioration depends on the metal, the environmental conditions, and their assembly
design.
Lead is the most popular metal chosen for cames because of its malleability and
compressive and tensile strength. Its malleability, however, decreases with time.
Also, it is not elastic. Once it is stretched (by thermal stress, impact, or increased
60
Michael F. Lynch, "Specifications: Stained Glass Restoration," Association for Preservation
Technology Bulletin, Vol. 18, no. 4 (1986): p. 9.
61 Vogel and Achilles, Stained Glass in Houses of Worship, p. 8.
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load), it will not resume its original shape. As it experiences greater stress, lead cames
fatigue, become brittle, and crack. Lead forms a protective patina with sulfur dioxide
that inhibits extreme atmospheric attacks. However, corrosion will form when lead is
exposed to stagnant moisture, alkalis (i.e. the lime content in some glass), lye
(introduced by insensitive cleaning efforts), or organic acids, such as tannic acids
from oak frames. Should the window be exposed to fire, the extreme heat will melt
solder (at 700°F) and roast lead, causing it to lose 95% of its structural integrity.
62
Zinc and copper exhibit large thermal stresses, which promotes fatigue. Alloys
provide the best durability, though little flexibility.
A poorly designed skeletal system contributes to structural failure. Horizontal,
parallel panes of glass outlined with parallel cames tend to buckle over one another,
much like an accordion, under large loads. Cames that form concentric circles will
extend out from one another like a telescope when stressed my impact.
Came: Conservation
The most effective action for came conservation is reconstitution. Cames should be
replaced when they no longer serve their structural role. For example, when cames
fatigue (especially if the flange is easily removed from the heart), corrode (a white or
red crust is destructive corrosion, not patina), or become badly stretched or bowed.
62 Sam Harris, discussion February 2002.
63 Vogel and Achilles, Preservation Brief33: The Preservation and Repair ofHistoric Stained and
Leaded Glass, p. 9.
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Although replacement fails in preserving the original came material, it prolongs the
structural integrity, saves other original materials, and can be thoroughly documented
before dismantling and discarding the came. This documentation is paramount and
should record came dimension, color, material, and manufacture marks. The
replacement came should be the same in dimension and color.
Putty: Composition and Application
Crucial to the stained glass structure is the compound packed into the crevices
between the came and the glass. Known as putty or cement, it provides stability for
the window to stand vertically, wind- and waterproofs the panel, and helps stop light
from leaking between the glass and came. The typical composition of historic putty is
boiled linseed oil; whiting; lampblack to tint; and sometimes plaster of paris to extend
the mixture (although it adversely reacts with water); turpentine to thin it; and red,
white, or yellow lead to dry the oil.
64 By and large, it will continue performing
structurally for about 75-100 years.
Putty: Deterioration and Conservation
Due to the structural role putty has in the life of stained glass, it must succeed over
time and exposure to stress. Like came, when putty deteriorates, it must be
reconstituted. Yet as the putty sets, it becomes stiff and non-resilient. The older the
64
Sloan, Conservation ofStained Glass, p. 144.
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putty, the more brittle, powdery, or hard (depending on the original mixture) it will
become. External stress, especially from operable doors and ventilator windows,
complicates the problem by jolting free loose putty. The glass may rattle and light
may leak between the came and glass. At least the color of the original putty should
be documented, and the new putty should match the old as closely as possible.
Frame: Composition and Application
Stained glass is set in a frame and reinforced with support bars. The most common
settings are groove and rabbet. A groove set requires a channel to be cut into each
side of a stone window frame, one deeper than the other. The window panel is slipped
into the deep groove and the other side is then placed into the second groove. The
leftover space in the deeper channel was traditionally filled with putty (backer rod is
commonly used now), and both sides are puttied around the entire perimeter. A rabbet
is an L-shaped furrow cut into the sash or frame against which the window is set. The
window is supported on the shallow ledge and covered in front with a bevel of sealant
putty or a molding stop (Figure 1 ).
Frame: Deterioration and Conservation
The frame system (groove set or rabbet) in which a window is set may contribute to a
stained glass window's failure. As putty dries and cracks or backer rod fails (in more
current sets), the window will fail architecturally as a pathway from the exterior to the
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interior is found. Porous stone and brick walls will also allow the transfer of water
through capillary action. Frames may also distort in reaction to building shifts or
other exterior stress. Wood frames will rot when saturated with moisture, and will
decay over time when overexposed to sunlight. Steel frames will corrode when
exposed to stagnant water. Conservation of these mechanisms entails removing the
source of corrosion, and reconstituting the effected parts of the frame.
Support Bars: Composition and Application
Structural support is necessary to counter the effects of gravity (vertical stress) and
wind, vibrations, and flexure (lateral stress). Support bars are part of the original
design of stained glass windows. Their role is to make the panel more rigid, to
distribute the forces evenly, and to transfer them directly to the wall.
Support bars include T-bars, stacked joints, saddle bars, and fins. T-bars (ferramenta),
made of either iron or steel, are set horizontally into the frame or sash with the flange
on the exterior.
65 A multi-panel window will have the upper panel rest on heart of the
"T", keeping any weight from bearing down on the window below it. This method is
considered the "most stable method of support,"
66
and is especially useful with the
heavier plated windows. A stacked joint is a system of perimeter leads that support
multi-panel windows. The lower perimeter lead of the upper panel encases the upper
65
Sloan, Conservation ofStained Glass in America, p. 150.
66
Ibid.
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edge of the panel below it. A saddle bar is often used in addition to T-bars. They are
round, oval, square, or rectangular steel or brass bars of !4" diameter. They are evenly
spaced apart in the sash or frame and soldered to the front of the panel with thin
copper tie wires. A less common support option is a fin: a V8" to Va" thick, brass strip
attached perpendicularly along the cames that provides additional rigidity to prevent
bowing.
Support Bars: Deterioration and Conservation
The various types of support bars exhibit one main decay mechanism: corrosion.
Besides corrosion, T-bars, stacked joints, saddle bars, and fins usually fail in reaction
to another deterioration mechanism. Bars often fall out of their frame as the sash
corrodes or rots, as the window buckles, or as undo force stresses the attached came.
Tie wires may loosen from the bars if not properly tied or securely soldered to the
came. Often, a poorly designed support system is the root cause of cracked glass,
damaged lead, or bowing. Sections may be made too large without sufficient support.
If salvageable and still structurally sound, misplaced support bars should be
reinstalled.
Exterior Protective Glazing
Exterior protection may consist of wire screen, plastic sheeting (Lexan is a popular
polycarbonate glazing), or secondary glass plating. In all cases, air should be able to
81

flow through the space between the stained glass window and the exterior protection.
One way of achieving this is to vent the glazing at the top and bottom to the exterior.
An example is illustrated in figure 7. This measure will minimize moisture
accumulation and thermal build up. Once the plastic sheets dulls and becomes foggy,
it should be replaced. If the glass breaks, or the metal screen corrodes, they should be
reconstituted. Maintenance and ventilation of the protective glazing is paramount
because of the threat of thermal and moisture entrapment.
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Figure 1: Anatomy of a leaded glass window (1 of 2).
Drawing by Neal A. Vogel,
Preservation Brief33: The Preservation and Repair of
Historic Stained and Leaded Glass, p. 2.
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TRACERY
Saddle bar
Tie-wire
(before folding)
SADDLE BAP
LEADING (CAME)
The anatomy of a
leaded glass window, the
balloons illustrate cross-
section views of the areas
indicated.
Figure 2: Anatomy of a leaded glass window (2 of 2).
Drawing by Neal A. Vogel, Stained Glass in Houses of Worship, p. 14.
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(Top left) Figure 3:
Original glass in need of paint infill.
(Top right) Figure 4: Coverplate with
paint infill.
(Left) Figure 5: Combined original and
coverplate.
Photographs by author, November 2000.
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Figure 6: Came profiles. A. flat, B. round, C. "Colonial" zinc, D. double-heart
with a steel core, E. "Prairie School" zinc
Drawing by Neil Vogel, Stained Glass in Houses of Worship, p. 18.
Figure 7: Protective glazing with vents slanted to keep out rainwater, but let in
air. Drawing courtesy of J. Randall Cotton and Susanna Barucco, "A
Homeowner's Guide to Stained Glass," Old House Journal
(Jan-Feb 1994): p. 30.
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APPENDIX C
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
1. Female saint praying in field of lilies, By Fanny Sweeney, c. 1 898.
a. Survey
b. Photographs
c. Illustrated Survey Results
d. Deterioration Matrices
2. Angels in the Resurrection Garden, By the Tiffany Studios, c. 1914.
a. Survey
b. Photographs
c. Illustrated Survey Results
d. Deterioration Matrices
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Table 1: Window 1
Identification
Building name & address
1st Presbyterian Church
201 South 21 st Street (at Walnut and 22nd Streets)
Contact name, phone number, email: Lolita, 21 6-567-0532
Surveyor
Date:
Beth Haydon
2/14/2002
Window location north wall, east end
Survey conditions overcast
Description
Subject,
text, form:
Artist/studio
Date
Source
Female saint praying in field of lilies In memory of Marie Louise Weightman Faries, who died in 1 S9S A single lancet in a
stair tower.
Fanny Sweeney
c M
Documentation
Exterior protection
Vented -
Window dimensions
Plastic glazing
No
f'x2T
Glass
'g?
Decoration Cames Support
Paint: Type lead Type, round saddle bar;., fin:
ripple, opalescent, jewels Etching N Count 6sbar 1 fin
Stain Profile round Location horizontal, around halo
# of layers: at least 2 Enamel: Dimension: Method of attachment: tie wires
Structure
Frame stone groove setting Ventilator
Tracery stone i otating
Wall: brick hinges on side
Notes: Memorial text is etched Lights at
iron ft arte bottom of window well
inoperable
Condition
Glass
Cracks Breaks
X
Surface crizzling Devitrification Missing
Decoration
Flaking Missing Reapplied Drip
Came Corrosion Cracks
Missing
Putty
Old New Hard Very soft Powdery Friable Missing
X
Wall
Corrosion Rot Water penetration Deterioration
X - salt efflorescence
Frame
Metal corrosion Wood rot Missing parts of sash Water penetration Deterioration
X - exterior
Support
Missing Relocated Disengaged from frame cames
Structure
Sagging Bowing
Protection
Breakage Corrosion Scratches Bowing Foggy Dirt, water, insects, nests
Overall Condition
<25%
failure
25-49%
poor
50-75%
fair
76-100%
Aood
<25%
failure
Integrity
25-49%
)oor
50-75%
fair
76-100%
good
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Photograph 1 (Window 1): Female saint praying in field of lilies. By Fanny
Sweeney, c. 1898. First Presbyterian Church. Overall view of window in
stairwell. Note the salts that have accumulated on the handrail from the wall
above. (Photograph by author, March 2002.)
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Photograph 2: Position of window in stair
tower. (Window by Fanny Sweeney. First
Presbyterian Church. Photograph by author.
March 2002.)
Photograph 3: Note salt efflorescence
where roof and wall meet. (Window by
Fanny Sweeney. First Presbyterian Church.
Photograph by author. March 2002.)
Photograph
4: Note
fluorescent
light and
spotlights on
window sill.
(Window by
Fanny
Sweeney.
First
Presbyterian
Church
Photograph
by author.
March 2002.)
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Illustrated Survey Results, Window 1: Female saint praying in field of lilies.
By Fanny Sweeney, c. 1898. First Presbyterian Church.
An exterior photograph is used here because an interior overall view was impossible.
(Photograph by author. March 2002.)
Bowing out
towards th
exterior
Bowing in
towards the
interior.
Fluorescent
lights and
spotlights on
interior
\r\r\At
Red - glass cracks and breaks
Orange
-frame support barfailure
Yellow - paint failure
Green - wood rot
Blue - metal corrosion
Purple - puttv failure
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Table 2
Intervention Matrix

Table 3
Intervention Matrix

Table 4
Intervention Matrix

Table 5
Intervention Matrix

Table 6: Window 2
Identification

Photograph 5 (Window
2): Angels in the
Resurrection Garden.
By the Tiffany Studios,
c. 1914.
First Presbyterian
Church. (Photograph by
author. March 2002.)
Photograph 6: Darkened arm of angel in left lancet. (Window by the Tiffany
Studios, c. 1914. First Presbyterian Church. Photograph by author. March 2002.)
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Photograph 7:
Copper foil (with
lead floated on top)
and lead cames in
good condition.
(Window by the
Tiffany Studios, c.
1914, First
Presbyterian Church.
Photograph by
author, March
2002.)
Photograph 8: Brick wall with
salt efflorescence (the white
area on the brick). (Window by
the Tiffany Studios, c. 1914.
First Presbyterian Church.
Photograph by author. March
2002.)
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Photograph 9: Salt
efflorescence on
tracery. (Window by
the Tiffany Studios, c.
1914, First
Presbyterian Church.
Photograph by author.
March 2002.)
Photograph 10: Salt
efflorescence on tracery.
(Window by the Tiffany
Studios, c. 1914. First
Presbyterian Church.
Photograph by author,
March 2002.)
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Illustrated Survey Results, Window 2: Angels in the
Resurrection Garden. By the Tiffany Studios, c. 1914. First
Presbyterian Church. (Photograph by author. March 2002.)
Efflorescence
on tracery.
Lead came
corrosion.
Red - glass cracks and breaks
Orange frame/support barfailure
Yellow - paintfailure
Green - wood rot
Blue - metal corrosion
Purple puttyfailure
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Table 7
Intervention Matrix

Table 8
Intervention Matrix

APPENDIX D
ST. THOMAS AFRICAN EPISCOPAL
CHURCH
3. Two Angels in Lily Field with Crosses in the Sky, by the Tiffany
Studios, c. 1897.
a. Survey
b. Photographs
c. Illustrated Survey Results
d. Deterioration Matrices
4. Christ's Agony in the Garden of Gethsemane, by the D'Ascenzo
Studios, late 19™/early 20th century.
a. Survey
b. Photographs
c. Illustrated Survey Results
d. Deterioration Matrices
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Table 9: Window 3
Identification
Building name & address
St Thomas African Episcopal Church
6361 Lancaster Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19151
Contact name, phone number, email: Aureia Waters, Church historian 215-563-5517, Ginger (admin.) 215-473-3065
Surveyor. Beth Haydon Window location east end ol south aisle
Date 2/15/2002 Survey conditions overcast afternoon
Description
Subject,
text, form:
Two angels in SeW ol lilies with crosses in sky above (Left): "To Ihe Glory ot God and in Loving Memory of' (Right) "LeWa
Winer Butler 1830-1897." Two lancets topped wdh a quatretoil
Artist/studio Tiltany Protection glazing. glass
Date C.1897 PG vented: NO
Source | Signature Window dimensions lancets are 80" x 28" each
Glass Decoration C dines Support
Type: opalescent, ripple Paint Type: lead, copper foil Type round saddle bars
Etching: N Count: 6/lancet
Stain: Profile round, flat Location horizontal
U of layers, at least 2 \Enamel: N Dimension: Method of attachment tie wires
Structure
Frame: wood missing putty Ventilator Notes:
Tracery: wood
Wall: stone inoperable
iron frame hinge at bottom
I
Condition
GU Cracks Breaks Surface crizzling Devitrification
Missing
Decoration

Photograph 11 (Window 3):
Two Angels in lily Held with
crosses in the sky. By the Tiffany
Studios, c. 1897. St. Thomas
African Episcopal Church.
(Photograph by author. March
2002.)
~~
Photograph 12: Lower right corner. Note the corrosion on the iron ventilator frame and
putty or paint dust on the sill. (By the Tiffany Studios, c. 1897, St. Thomas African
Episcopal Church. Photograph by author, March 2002.)
[05

Photograph 13: Lower left
corner. Note the sealant loss.
(By the Tiffany Studios, c.
1897. St. Thomas African
Episcopal Church. Photograph
by author, March 2002.)
Photograph 14: Exterior
protective glazing. Note that
it is not vented, and the vents
are inoperable. (By the
Tiffany Studios, c. 1897. St.
Thomas African Episcopal
Church. Photograph by
author. March 2002.)
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Illustrated Survey Results, Window 3: Two angels in lily
field with crosses in the sky. By the Tiffany Studios, c.
1897. St. Thomas African Episcopal Church.
(Photograph by author. March 2002.)
mlJ , *Wi
Red - glass cracks and breaks
Orange
-frame/support barfailure
Yellow - paintfailure
Green - wood rot
Blue - metal corrosion
Purple putt}'failure
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Table 10
Intervention Matrix

Table 1
1
Intervention Matrix

Table 12: Window 4
Identification

Photograph 15 (Window 4): Christ's Agony in the Garden of Gethsemane.
By the D'Ascenzo Studios, date unknown. St. Thomas African Episcopal
Church. (Photograph by author. March 2002.)
Ill

Photograph 16: Water stain on the sill and the broken glass (red arrow). (Window by the
DAscenzo Studios, date unknown, St. Thomas African Episcopal Church. Photograph by
author. March 2002.)
Photograph 17: Crust forming on edge of tracery near glass. (Window by the DAscenzo Studios.
date unknown. St. Thomas African Episcopal Church. Photograph by author. March 2002.)
12

Photograph 18: More of the tracery crust near glass. (Window by the DAscenzo Studios, date
unknown. St. Thomas African Episcopal Church. Photograph by author, March 2002.)
Photograph 19: Note the water stain on the left hand sill. (Window by the DAscenzo Studios.
date unknown. St. Thomas African Episcopal Church. Photograph by author. March 2002.)
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Photograph 20: Protective glazing. Note how the glazing
is inserted within the boundaries of the tracery. It is vented
and the ventilators are allowed to work. (Window by the
D'Ascenzo Studios, date unknown, St. Thomas African
Episcopal Church. Photograph by author, March 2002.)
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Illustrated Survey Results, Window 4: Christ's Agony in the Garden
of Gethsemane. By the D'Ascenzo Studios, date unknown. St. Thomas
African Episcopal Church. (Photograph by author. March 2002.)
White crust
Red - glass cracks and breaks
Orange frame support barfailure
Yellow - paintfailure
Green - wood rot
Blue - metal corrosion
Purple puttyfailure
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Table 13
Intervention Matrix

Table 14

Table 15
Intervention Matrix

APPENDIX E
ST. MARYS EPISCOPAL CHURCH
5. Three lancet group, by a Philadelphia studio, c. 1880s.
a. Survey
b. Photographs
c. Illustrated Survey Results
d. Deterioration Matrices
6. The Maries at the Sepulcher, by a Philadelphia studio, c. 1872.
a. Survey
b. Photographs
c. Illustrated Survey Results
d. Deterioration Matrices
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Table 16: Window 5
Identification

Photograph 21 (Window 5): Three lancet group, by a Philadelphia studio, c.
1880s, St. Mary's Episcopal Church, north transept. (Photograph by author.
March 2002.)
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Photograph 22: Protective glazing.
Note operable ventilators on side
lancets. (Window by a Philadelphia
studio, c. 1880s, St. Mary's
Episcopal Church. Photograph by
author. March 2002.)
Photograph 23: Paint failure on
the stone frame. (Window by a
Philadelphia studio, c. 1880s, St.
Mary's Episcopal Church.
Photograph by author. March
2002.)
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Illustrated Survey Results, Window 5: Tliree lancet group in North transept
(Window by a Philadelphia studio, c. 1880s. St. Mary's Episcopal Church.
Photograph by author. March 2002.)
Some lead
and putty
failure
throughout
I I
^
l,
m
i
—
.:.
i ,:h
Red - glass cracks and breaks
Orange -frame support bar failure
Yellow - paintfailure
Green - wood rot
Blue - metal corrosion
Purple - putt}'failure
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Table 17
Intervention Matrix

Table 18
Intervention Matrix

Table 19
Intervention Matrix

Table 20: Window 6
Identification

Photograph 24 (Window 6): The Maries at the Sepulcher,
by a Philadelphia studio, c. 1872, St. Mary's Episcopal
Church (south aisle, center window). (Photograph by author.
March 2002.)
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Photograph
25: Left
ventilator
with paint
loss and
dutchman.
(Window by a
Philadelphia
studio, c.
1872, St.
Mary's
Episcopal
Church.
Photograph
by author.
March 2002.)
Photograph
26: Right
ventilator
with loose
dutchman.
(Window by a
Philadelphia
studio, c.
1872. St.
Mary's
Episcopal
Church.
Photograph
by author.
March 2002.)
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«/s
J-
Photograph 27: Loose dutchman on right ventilator with fatigued leads. (Window by a
Philadelphia studio, c. 1872. St. Mary's Episcopal Church. Photograph by author. March 2002.)
Photograph 28: Protective glazing. Note damage aud playground proximity (Window by a
Philadelphia studio, c. 1872. St. Mary's Episcopal Church. Photograph by author, March 2002.)
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Illustrated Survey Results, Window 6: The Three Maries at the
Sepulcher,by a Philadelphia studio, c. 1872. St. Mary's Episcopal
Church. (Photograph by author. March 2002.)
Cracked
frame
Red - glass cracks and breaks
Orange -frame/support barfailure
Yellow - paintfailure
Green - wood rot
Blue - metal corrosion
Purple puttyfailure
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Table 21

Table 22
Intervention Matrix

Table 23
Intervention Matrix

Table 24
Intervention Matrix

Table 25
Intervention Matrix

APPENDIX F
4627 HAZEL AVENUE
7. Upper sash, mass-manufactured, 1910.
a. Survey
b. Photographs
c. Illustrated Survey Results
d. Deterioration Matrices
8. Lower sash, mass-manufactured, 1910.
a. Survey
b. Photographs
c. Illustrated Survey Results
d. Deterioration Matrices
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Table 26
Identification

Photograph 29 (Window 7 and 8): Third-floor bathroom.
double-sash wood window, 1910. 4627 Hazel Avenue.
(Photograph by author. February 2002.)
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Photograph 30: Lower sash sagging. Note fatigued lead and light leaks. (1910. 4627 Hazel
Avenue. Photograph by author. February 2002.)
Photograph 31: Solder bar broken from leads. (1910. 4627 Hazel Avenue.
Photograph by author. February 2002.)
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Illustrated Survey Results, Window 7: Third
floor bathroom double sash window, 1910. 4627
Hazel Avenue. Photograph by author. February 2002.
Upper sash:
lead and
putty are in
fair
condition.
Lower
sash:
fatigued
lead and
missing
putty.
Failed sash
cords.
Red - glass cracks and breaks
Orange frame support bar failure
Yellow - paint failure
Green - wood rot
Blue - metal corrosion
Purple puttyfailure
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Table 27
Intervention Matrix

Table 28
Intervention Matrix

Table 30
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